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lar Mares, the judge gave decisions in
three important cases.
The first case was that of J. W.

BEGIN VILE

McGlnnlcs vs., William Murphy, this
being a cane from Union county, No
820. The judgment in this case is
given for the plaintiff, for the sum
of $433.98. This Judgment was given
by default, the defendant not appearing. It appears that the plaintiff and

ATTACK ON

defendant entered into the liquor
business' about May 1, 1908, hi the
city of Clayton, Union county. They
afterwards sold out their business
and this suit was brought to adjust
certain differences existing between
the partners, which resulted in the
plaintiff receiving judgment In the
sum above named.
The second case was that of the
Territory vs. J. C. Hill, another
Union county case. This auit was to
collect taxes on certain unimproved
lots in Clayton, which were delin
quent. The district attorney for the
county of Union, maintained that the
delinquent taxes be adjusted for the
sum of $350, and Judgment was entered for that amount.
The third case was that of David B.
Kimble vs. William H. Bradbury, No.
3,121, Colfax county. The judgment
in this case was, dated August 5th,
and went to the plaintiff by default.
It is for the sum of $130.56, with interest at the rate of 10 per cent from
date of Judgment, until the full
amount is paid.- - The eots also went
to the defendant. It seems that the
defendant gave to the plaintiff a
note on November 28, 1905, which. was
payable on May 1, 1906. at the Miami
County National Bank, at Paola,
The amount of this note
Kansas.
was for $100, with Interest at ten per
cent. Attorney E. C. Crampton, of
Raton appeared for the plaintiff.
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the time when Collins is to be
for the Pueblo crime, sentence
having been postponed un'il thtn la
order to give the local authorities a
chance to prove his connection wiUi
the Baker murder.
Willing to Surrender Collins
In a letter to Chief Coles, Sheriff
McMillan goes info some dftail, he
acting on advices from Specie Santa
Fe Officer E. C. Bloxon, of this city,
who formerly was a deputy sheriff
under the Colorado officer, and .who
In
first opened up correspondence
the case, at the request of Chief
Coles. Sheriff McMillan says If it can
GENERAL STRIKE HAS ASSUMED FOUR HUNDRED MEXICANS PART be established that Collins was here PRESIDENT SIGNED DOCUMENT
on the night of the Baker murder and
MOST SERIOUS
LATE THIS AFTERICIPATE IN INCIPIENT REVO-- other details connecting him with the
NOON
LUTION
crime proved, then hels ready to
turn him over to the San Miguel coun
PROCLAIM
MARTIAL LAW SEIZE TOWN IN CHIHUAHUA ty officers. As has already been said OPPOSITION IS OTEECOME
the time Is short for action, hence
f
prompt steps must be taken, if the
DISTRIBUTING
MILK GIVE BATTLE TO DETACHMENT
SOLDIERS
murder of Baker is to be avenged.
MEASURE AS AMENDED MET APTO SAVE LIVES OF
PROVAL OF THE CHIEF
OF RURALES SENT TO SUB-
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WORK UPRISING QUICKLY QUELLED

BOOSTING NEW MEXICO
VETERAN FOR CHAPLAIN

J. Whittleton, a prominent Grand
has writ,
ten to the ' National Tribune, the
official organ of the O. A. R., urgir
all old soldier organizations to sup
port Rev. Thomas Harwood, of Albu
querque, for the office of chaplain-ichief. The letter was published In
this week's issue of the Tribune, Rev.
Harwood has several times before
been an active candladte for this
high honor in'G. A. R. circles and It
s believed that' this year be will win
out.'
R.
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Stockholm, Sweden, Aug.
White Plains, N. Y., Aug. 5. The
Presidio, Texas, Aug. 5. News
Washington, Aug. 6. The program
city is suffering from a serious short- brought here reports that four hun
for congress today Included the adop
plan of Thaw's attorneys to how thf.i
age of food today as the result of the dred Mexicans, incensed
the prisoner's belief concerning the
tion of the conference tariff report,
by excessive
general labor strike. The stock of
seized
town
San
Car
of
the
taxatiou,
practices of Stanford White an! other
passage of the tariff bill, the adopbread Is almost exhausted and meat
refc men, wit'i jtmug girls, wa:e wt
tion of a Joint resolution revising the
is so expensive that only the rich can los, in Chihuahua, set up a republic
as the state holds, merely delusions
leather schedule In the senate and
purchase it. , The strikers, thou and resisted the government troops.
When a detachment of fifty rurales
sands of whom are camping out, are
of a disordered mind; was exposed tohouse; the adoption of a Joint resoday by the introduction of the tesliving principally on fish caught by arrived from Chihuahua, they found FIRE LOSS AT. MINING
lution
Interpreting, the drawback resothemselves. Soldiers are distributing the revolutionists entrenched in the
CAMP REACHES $10,000
timony of David N. Carvalho, a handwith a free cotton bagging
lution
where
had
made pris
they
milk in limited quantities to preserve own) hall,
writing expert employed by Thaw
oners
officials
of
town
the
and
and
gov
the final adjournment of
his
first
rider
trial.
the lives of babies. There is no Ice.
Silver City, N. M., Aug. 5. Further
during
Carvalho said that 68 letters alleged CHICAGO FACES BIG .
details of the big fire at Cooney Mon the special session.
Paupers from the state institutions ernment employes.
The insurgents refused to surrento have been - written by White to
It is doubted If the program can be
STREET CAR STRIKE have replaced the striking grave dig- der and when the rurales fired upon day show that the loss will be fully
A dance carried through in the limited time.
$10,000 with no insurance.
young women, had been pronounced
gers and undertakers and funerals
are held under military escort. The the building, there was a wild scram- was held in the old Cooney store The agreement is that the leather
genuine by him. The witness told of
Chicago, Aug. 5. With ten thousand
Thaw's having discussed a letter
corpses have to be carried on stretch- ble for places of safety. After sev building Monday evening and it is amendment will go through both
from White to a woman designated street car men voting today on the ers, as no hearseS are obtainable. eral volleys had been fired into the suniiosed that the fanrilp-- iirpiI fnr houses, with slight alteration,
and
as "May." Jhe HDess said the girl Question of .a walkout, the attitude o; Gas and electric liht plants' ar builder, ihey hung out a white Bag lUululDatlon were tett hurn,Dg mi Bet that
McCumber provision, with
th.
and
of
gave up.
told him him tfts burned the letter, the traction company and city
fire to the
The building free cotton bagging attached,
guarded bx land and sea, following an
will
The
were promptly ar- was
fearing her father would kill White ficials was that of hope that a strike alleged attempt to dynamite the city
entirely
djcsjtroyed along with go through the senate, but it is not
are
rested
in
and
now
will
Jail.
be avoided by compromise.
and herself if he found the missive.
Ward's saloon and butcher shop and expected it will be adopted by the
gas works. Work has also ceased at
The referendum began at 4 o'clock the Gottenburg slaughter houses. The letter was admitted as evid- Batchen's store.
house.
' ence
after a strong protest by District j this morning, and it Is expected that
BRITISH STEAMER SINKS;
Senator Dolliver, the first epcaker,
a
men
will
Jerome.
Carvalho
vote
of
said
favor
in
then
the
strike,
Attorney
JAMES J. JEFFRIES
SIX OF CREW PERISH HEAD OF THEOSOPHISTS
defended his course as a republican,
li
SAILS FOR EUROPE
SAYS CHRIST IS COMING in contending for a reduction In the
ment nbout events alleged to have city railroad, has entered into nego
Capetown, Aug. 5. The British
tariff and attacked the necessity of
taken place between herself and tiations with the employes of the Cal
New York. Aug. 5. James J. Jef-- t steamer Maori foundered last nie-h- t
New, York, Aug. 3. Mrs. Annie Be- - bargaining with the men in control
Whli;e. She offered Thaw letters umet and South Chicago 'Street Rail- fries sailed for
Carlsbad, Germany, (off Slang Bay. .Six bodies have been sant, head of the Theosophical Society of the senate to secure the protection
said to have been written her by way company, looking toward an in today.recovered.
and successor of Mme. Blavatsky, who of his constituent.
White for $5000. The letters were creased scale, and the trouble may
The senate adopted the conference
arrived
in this country from her home
finally nought for $500.
be averted in that quarter, at least.
in India Saturday, has announced her report ad 2 o'clock by a vote of 47 to
This woman's affidavit, Carvalho
The arrival of H. L. Burgoff, a pro
belief that Christ will soon make an 31, then took up the concurrent resoBald, described in detail how White fessional strikebreaker, who figured
other personal visit on earth. She said lution, reducing the rates In
had taken her to a place known as in the recent Philadelphia - struggle,
schedule.
This was adopted
that the spirit of Christ would mani
"Eagle's- Nest" when 17 years old seemed significant.
Burgoff said
fest itself through the (specially fitted at 3 o'clock.
given her wine and ruined her or at that he had been asked to come to
The senate and house adopted the
physical body of some western person.
tempted to. When asked why she Chicago by the presidents ' of the
was willing to tell this story, the street railway companies and that he
possibly a woman, but more than like concurrent resolution reducing the
woman said " he took from me more thought he could handle the situation
The senate
duty on leather goods.
ly a man.
Investigations of the past twenty- - time on this case. He has visited all
than I got from him. Now he Is with 3,500 men.
adopted McCumber's drawback reso
dead and I am destitute and feel jusfour hours by Chief of. Police Ben of the second hand stores to see if MILLIONAIRE RIDES
lution, with its free cotton bagging
tified in selling the letters for what
HORSE INTO SALOON rider, but it was rejected
Coles make it practically certain that any of them sold Collins the gun,
by the
PRESIDENT TAFT SURE
'
bouse.
which was found on him when arrestI can get."
C. C. Collins, alias Perkins, the crook
COMING TO NEW MEXICO
ed at Pueblo. This is another
President Taft signed the bill at
Thaw then identified the letters.
Im
5. Frank
New York, Aug.
convicted of holding up a street car
Jay
When
Carclua connecting him with the Mackey, the California millionaire, 5:06 p. m. and It is now law.
portant
by Jerome,
at
is
the
murderer
Pueblo, Colo.,
of
Baker
valho said the letters were not' obsas the bullet which in has introduced the classic western
Washington, Aug. 5. Secretary Car- James
Baker, the restaurant employe flicted killing,
cene and contained nothing to prove penter today informed the newspaper who
Baker's death wound was fired pastime of riding a horje into a sa SUTTON NAVAL INQUIRY
was shot and killed in this city
from a
absolutely the manner of the girl's representatives that President Taft on the
gun, and such a loon. In England. As the result of a
RESUMED AT ANNAPOLIS
morning of July 22. The dise
downfall.
would make his trip west in the fall
Jerome arose to
trict Judge at Pueblo, has. deferred calibre revolver was found on Collins' wager, Mackey rode a horse, into a
him with an expression of without fall and that he would visit sentence
an old fashioned
hotel around the billiard table thence
on Collins for the crime he person. It is
Annapolis, Aug. 5. Mrs. James N.
menace.
New Mexico on his return east He
weapon with the ham- to the police station, where he paid
comltted there, until August 7th, in
of Portland,, Ore., and her
mer filed off and a ring on the bot"You'd better let sleeping dogs lie, will leave Los Angeles on October order
$10 fine. It was a profitable ex Sutton,
to give the authorities in this
tom to the butt. (The idea of filing
Mr. Jerome," exclaimed Carvalho, ex- 13th, reaching Albuquerque on the
Mrs. Rose Sutton Parker,
daughter,
as
was
the
a
periment
wager
a
to
large
chance
cinch him for the off
city
'
the hammer la to keep the gun one.
fifteenth. He will spend a day at the murder
citedly.
St.
of
Paul, Minn., with Harry E.
for which the penalty
from catching in the pocket and pre"If you want to call yourself a d )g Grand Canyon en route. From Albu- would here,
Davis, their counsel, arrived last night
. be much
greater.
I take the word from your own lips," querque he will go to Engle, N..M.,
venting its being brought Into quick LIQUOR IMPORTERS ARE
from Washington, determined, they
Almost Positively Identified
play.
responded Jerome but nevertheless he and Inspect the Elephant Butte dam,
ANXIOUS TO EVADE DUTY said, to fight to the bitter end to reCollins, as he gives his name, has
changed his manner of interrogations. thence to El Paso, Texas, where he been almost
move the stigma of suicide from the
Everyone of the witnesses above
positively identified by
Carvalho said Thaw Impressed him will be on October 18. From El Paso
In this city, R. D. Davidson", mentioned say that they are sure if
New York, Aug. 5. The wireless name of Lieutenant James N. Sutton.
person"
as rational during his first trial.
could see Collins, that any doubt offices are
he will go to Denver.
of the Wells-FargExpress office, they
besieged by importers who Mrs. Sutton's son. They will make
as
his identity would 'be settled offer big bonuses to
to
says that he cashed an express mon-ne- y
steamship cap their effort before the naval board of
CASES DECIDED BY
order for a man giving his name for good. But right here is where tains now on the Atlantic for quick pas inquiry, which resumed the investigaBIG TELESCOPE SENT
C. C. Perkins, about July 21. Dav the first stumbling block Is encount sages. Thousands of barrels of im- tion of young Sutton's death today.
CHIEF JUSTICE MILLS
TO LOWELL OBSERVATORY as
Lieutenant Harold H. tftley, and
idson has identified the picture of ered, for the city makes no provision ported wines and brandies are now
whatever for running down criminals. on the ocean and an
Collins
Coles
sent
Frank C. Cook, who returned
Chief
is
Sheriff
Surgeon
by
being
attempt
and
Yesterday
today have been
Washington, Aug. 5. The third
from the Mediterranean, re
E. McMillan, of Pueblo, as that of
before
made
them
entered
Up to County Officers
have
to
Tuesday
mo
uuMiiuciB
oi
jU
no;.
In
uu,
umei largest telescope
the world was
Chief Coles, who has practically the increase in duty takes effect. It ported at the naval academy last
Justice William J. Mills, for besides today shipped from Cambridge, Mass., Perkins. '
In addition, O. W. White, night fixed the Baker killing on Collins, has will mean a small fortune to the
night. They will be principal wit
hearing the law in the divorce case of to Flagstaff,' Arizona, where it will be
nesses for the navy.
cook at the Meridian restaurant, reached the end of his string so far
Felonsai Shoble de Mares vs. Balta- - placed l
ik Lowell observatory.
where Baker was killed, has also, as securing his return here is . con- Identified the picture of Collins, even cerned. However, he Is ready and
to the minute description
of the willing to turn what evidence he has
J
clothes he wore. White says that Col collected over to the county officers,
lins was the smallest of the three who are placed In a position and have
men; who made four different visits to funds at their dispoal for carrying
the restaurant on the night of the on the case. It would seem that
murder, on one pretext or another. enough evidence has been collected
White's description tallies without a against Collins to warrant them' takdiscrepancy with that given by ing up where Chief Coleshas left off,
Alhucemas, Morocco, Aug. 5. The for the fulfillment of this has arrivWhite Bear, Minn., Aug. 5. In one $750. In attemptig to escape the rob- - inglePueblo officers
the
and is corrobor going to Pueblo and placing the facts Riffs,
preaching a holy war, have re ed and urge a war to regain Alham-brmost
ba.nk
ci tee
sensational
ber shot and fatally wounded William ated by a Santa Fe
before the authorities there, preparfireman,
railway
descend-aat- s
beries In the annals of this state, the Butler, a prominent merchant, who at- who was in
the restaurant on Rail- atory to securing the return of Col- vived the legend that the
Moors Attack Convoy
First State Bank here was robbed to- tempted to intercept him and was road avenue on the
Moors
were
out of
driven
of
the
killof
the
lins to Las Vegas to answer to a
night
Melilla,
Aug. 5. The Moors yesterday in broad daylight by a lone ban- himself killed several hours later by ing, during one of the visits of the
of murder. Indications today Spain by Ferdinand and Isabella and day attacked a Spanish commissary
charge
'
who
shot and instantly killed a posse pursuing him.
dit,
The dead Suspicious characters. "
were that such action would be tak- that they are now destined io drive convoy, obliging the
Spaniards to reCashier Fred Larkens. He then ap- bandit was Identified as Henry Paul,
Revolver Important Clue
en. Whatever is to be done, must be the Spanish out of Africa and
r
tire.
Reiaforw
of Fpan'ardu
tuenis
all
the money In sight. a notorious local character.
propriated
Chief Coles has been working over done immediately, as August 7th is
Spaiu. The priests Bay the tii.ie then drcve the Moors
'

.
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service, yesterday that the latter had for the Initial trip that President Rip-- 1 s'ernatlon of many officials who had
become ral'y &d truly a grandfather. ley of the Santa Fe desires to do ! gathered to witness the performance
of this most wonderful of all loco-b!e- ,
was formerly away with smoke as much as
Mrs. Graham,, who
.
elm.
motives. It absolutely refused to haul,
Miss Iies!e Floyd, yesterday presentand that If the gasoline
full confidence of the
ed her husband with a brand new car proves itself as useful as its After many fruitless a'tempts, it was the
of
World and the Commendation of
the
j
sent
back
to
the
on
where
the bullders claim, it will be installed finally
shops,
daughter at the division point
will
said
its
the
t
be
eminent physicians it was essenmost
that
t
Rio Grande.
for
interurban
weight
and
service,
generally
for other train service, thua'duced. This locomotive was intended tial that the component parts of Syrup
Meters. Clay & Havens, the liverysent four saddle marking the advent of a new motive o be the most powerful ever built. of Figs and Elixir of Senna should be
Where la Andrew 1 Warren, for- which he carried an insurance for T2,' men, yesterday
!t was proposed to nse it on a mounhorsea
up to the banks power on the Santa Fe system. rigged
properly
known to and approved by them; theremerly a brakenian and conductor of 000. Ho also carried $2,000 In each of
section of the road, where it was
tain
Vice President
river
for
Pecos
the
Sharp competition In Arizona has
the California Fig Syrup Co. pubFor Scott, on the Kansas City, Fort of the A. O. U. W. and the Continent H. U.
fore,
to
do
a
with
the
away
necessity of
Mudge, of the Rock Island, who developed between the 'Southern PaScott and Memphis railway, later a al Casualty company. The insurance will reach
lishes a full statement with every package.
Mallet
is
the
It
of
pusher
engine.
he
the
cific and the El Paso & Southwestern,
camping grounds
passenger conductor on the Kansas has gone delinquent in all of these.
or articulated type, and is practically The perfect purity and uniformity of provisits, every summer tomorrow morn- built originally by the Phelps-Dodgfive
was
about
Warren
Conductor
at
Mena, Ark.,
City Southern, living
two engines placed under one boiler.
will
duct, which they demand in a laxative
ing. Mr. Mudge
enjoy a
syndicate to protect tt from freight
And when last heard of, a passenger feet and eight inches tail. He weigh
The engine weighs 250,000 pounds,
with
and
rates
on
outing
family
ore
remedy of an ethical character, are assured
charged by the Southern or 125
conductor on the Mexican Central, ed 192 pounds. He had blue eyes, friends In a
tons, without the tender,
where
dull
Pacific.
delightful
&
6pot
The
El
Paso
Southwestern
,
dark hair and a light complexion.
by the Company's original method of manwill weigh
running out of Mexico City?
care and responsibility will be thrown plana an extension from Benson to which, when load'.-dla
some
Warren
that
It
thought by
The person who can answer that
K)uncls, making the total weight ufacture known to the Company only.
to the dogs that get the scraps from Yuma, there to oennect with the
met
trainmen
has
the
fate
that
many
for
gratithe
The figs of California are used in the
the
locomotive and tender almost
gain
undying
question may
his tables in shady places.
Spreckles road, being built tpast from 200 tons.
II there la a
tude of Mrs. Mary Warren, the heart- have met In Mexico.
of Syrup of Figs and Elixir of
production
The name of Maxwell City has been San Diego, Cal., forming a new route
broken wife of a missing conductor. wreck in Mexico and anyone is In
or- Senna to promote the pleasant taste, but
recent
in
Included
the
equipment
Maxto
read
across the continent in connection
changed
plain, simple
wno lives at Springfield, Mo., and jured, the train crew is held respond well. Whether this
is a matter of with the Rock Island. The Phelps-Dodg- e der placed by the Santa Fe railway the medicinal principles are obtained from
who has not heard from her husband sible. Men there have been thrown
interest recently built a line with the Baldwin Locomotive works, plants known to act moit beneficially.
Into dark Mexican dungeons and economy by the Santa Fe in the use
eince December 15, 1907.
To get its beneficial effects always buy
in writing the affix "city.'thlg from Douglas to Courtland. The Har-- are four Mallet compound engines.
of
ink
Conductor Warren left Mena in have suffered cruel treatment. They
These are the largest locomotives the genuine manufactured by the Calinot.
Maxwell
knoweth
deponeth
riman
may
met
Invasion
interests
this
not
by
are
allowed to communicate with
February. 1907. and went to Hous
now fornia
be a city In fact as well as name buildine Into Pour land
Th Knnth. ever built and the huge decapods
Fig Syrup Co. only, and for sale
ton, Texas, where he worked for any ne. But few who go to a Mexi some
In
in
use
.
the
the
of
service
freight
v
In order or
will
when
it
be
all
day,
leading
druggists.
by
can
dungeon .ever come out allvt.
some time. He left his wife at Mena,
dwarfs beBlde 1116 nevw
for the railroad company to restore veylng a line from Dougms to Bisbee. SaD'al Fe are
Mrs.
Warren
feels
that
suitable
be
this may
until he could find a
place
These locomotives will be
, D
4v,
that which It has now taken from the o,nn
o..
Cold water for shaving when his
in the eouth and could make arrange the reason why the railroad officials
tor
usM
tralns over the Raton
hauling
of
town
a
pretentious
western, whose Nacozari division is
in Mexico have been bo neglectful in orthography
wife Is away, with nobody he dares
ments for her removal.
mountainswl
the
with a future before it that is bright- also to be paralleled in Mexico.
scold for It, can make a' man more
He left Texas In June and went to assisting her in her search for her
' Raton
shops. These engines are ex- er
than many other towns could boast
husband.
homesick than anything else.
heanngs at Guthrie.
Irurlngthe
Mexico, landing finally in Mexico
,n
Jn
a
few
day8 ttelr
pected
of at Its age.
week
the
Okla,
before
the
Okla
to
Mrs.
wrote
He
regularly
City.
delvery hav,ng been promlged ttew
The Great Northern railway has es- homa state pat
Cholera Infantum Cured.
Warren until December, 1907. In the RAILROAD NOTES.
corporation commission on by August m Laa Vegag ra,lroa(1
tablished a system of flashing news its
proposed order requiring ail for - 'men are
last letter the received from him he
"Something like two years ago my
Brakeman Jake Bryant has gone on b,uirctins to its
m(Jch lnterM ,n tne
eign corpora Ion. to maintain general
told all the arrangements which he a trip to Old Mexico.
,
macnlne8 whlch are 8ald to be baby, which was then about a year
trains, thereby keeping Its passengers offlcee in Oklahoma, hold yearly meet .
old, was taken seriously ill with cholhad made for her going to Mexico
i
J. M. Kurn, superintendent of the In touch with the most
S.U
VaV
V HVaVU
SJUSJIUU
important ings of directors at Guthrie; and keep pvrsvwvu i.
era
infantum, remitting and purging:
City. He gave her minute directions New Mexico division of the Santa Fe, news
The engines will have
building'
of the day. Three bulletins a within the- state office
writes J. F. Dempsey of
as to what to do and told her that in spent
profusely,"
complete
twelve
B,x
In
drlverSf
on
,mmen8e
yesterday
Albuquerque on day are sent out morning, noon and
uo Kfi uu corpumiions, Dtisiness
Ala. ,! did What I could to
his next letter he would send for railroad business.
Dempsey,
side, with four cylinders. Two of the
These are delivered to the or otherwise, it
evening.
her.
developed that the cylinders will be in front of the driv- relieve her but did her no good, and
J. W. Roney, of Washington Kansas, sleeping car conductor and then passmuch alarmed about her
majority of railroads operating in that ers, as Is
The next letter has never come, is
vieltlng in this city, the guest of ed among the passengers of the com- state will
usual, and the other two being very
oppose to the utmost the will be located between the drivers. went for a physician but failed' to find
and that was the last the wife and his brother, R. H.
Roney, a clerk at partment car, standard and tourist attempt to enforce this order.
by Elder Bros. &
the little boy, Clarence, have ever the Santa Fe roundhouse.
Frank The levers and other operating parts one, so came back
cars. The service was orig- Nay, of
and
Mr. Elder recomCarter's
store,
sleeping
Chicago, auditor of the Rock of the
heard from the husband.
He told
Conductor E. Rittenhouse has been inally established upon the Oriental
engines will be operated by air mended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
isiana, testified that it would cost Rr that inuttxaA
Mrs. Warren in bis last letter not to
t
IdKak r9 mill- - and Diarrhoea remedy. I procured a
assigned to an Albuquerque run and Limited, but proved to be so popular his
bottle of it, went borne as quickly as
system 445 additional men and 2,
direct his letters any more to his will move his
lng levere the enginee wl, g,ply possible and
family back to that city that It was extended to other trans- 000 monthly to maintain such an of
gave the baby a dose of
boarding house, as he failed to re- from Oallup in a short time.
a
new
button.
The
will
prese
engines
the remedy. It relieved her In fifteen
continental trains.
fice and records in the state and that be
ceive some of his mall there, but to
used only over the Raton moun- minutes and soon cured her entirely.
Fireman J. F. Jackson, who was
Although only occupying, for less the initial cost of
the ofFor sale by all dealers.
send them to the general delivery. bumped off the 1203, has been asthan a month, the newly inaugurated fice would aggregateestablishing $100,000. tain as helpers, and it is expected that
possibly
Mrs. Warren has written many letters signed to the 1214 with
will
each
do
two
of
work
the
of
the
Engineer position, as superintendent of shops, Without exception the
representatives "900s" now in use.
to her husband, but all have been re- Arthur Lowe as a running mate.
Nothing can' make a girl more Inwith dlreot jurisdiction over the em- of the
largest systems accepted his
dignant than to treat her as a flirt exturned, some of them having gone
T B. Allen, night chief clerk at the ployes of the mechanical department,
statements of the prohibitive except to treat her as if she didn't know
Intense Colicky Pains Relieved.
through the dead letter office of this Santa Fe freight offices in Albuquer- with the exception of the round house
'
such an order and affirmed , "For some
I suffered from in-- I how.
country. A letter written by the boy que, has been transferred to the su in San Bernardino, on every side r?nse of
years
them
to the commission
was also returned, uncalled for.
tense colicky pains which would come
perintendent's office in San Marcial.
among the men are heard words of
If you are all run down Foley's
The officials of the Canadian Pad- - on at times and from which I could
"Something has happened to him,
Three express cars of cantaloupes highest praise of the new official, H.
flc
are
disover
worried
Remedy will help you. It
Kidney
the
no
I.
Railway
1 know," says the wife in a pathetic
S. Mason, of
find
relief," says
In transit to New York from Cali- S. Wall. Mr. Wall is already a great
the kidneys bo they will
posal of a gold brick in the shape of Beaver Dam, Ky.
strengthens
"Chamberlain's
letter. No one in all the world could fornia were
here yesterdav favorite among the men, who were a monster
frota the
eliminate
the
locomotive
was
which
impurities
built
ever make me believe that he has de- affternoon and one car the day be
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
quick to recognize and appreciate the at the company's shops at Montreal was recomended to me by .a Remedy
friend, blood that depress the nerves, and
serted me. You can ask any one fore.
,
feeling which existed from the start, at a cost of $25,000. This locomotive After taking a few doses of ihe remedy cause exhaustion, backache, rheumatwho was an intimate friend, and they
E. Hinckley, city passenger agent between the head of the mechanical was
1 was eDTlre'
I0Ur ism and urinary irregularities, which
rf "evaW
completed a few days ago and
will tell you that he would never have for the Santa Fe in
no re- sap the vitality. Do not delay. Take
ago and
Minneapolis,
department and the several hundred taken out for a trial run between Ho-- years
turn of the symptoms since that time." Foley's Kidney Remedy at once. O. Q.
left me and his only boy voluntarily." Minn., arrived in Las
Vegas on No. 7 employes undef him.
chelaga and Mile End, but to the eon- - This remedy is for sale by all dealers. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Mrs. Warren has spent all the last
en
route
for Pacific
Another step has been taken by the
evening,
money which she had saved in her coast points.
New York Central in the fight beeffort to get trace of her husband.
C. W. Kouns, general manager of tween that road and the Pennsylva
She has written to the American con- - the Santa Fe line between La Junta, nia for the through' business b'etween
f A (rent s
Agents'
'
buI at Mexico City to aid her, but1 El Paso and Amarillo,
II
The fight
spent yesterday New York and Chicago.
CKOSSETT
ULTItA
he never answered her letter.. She in Albuquerque, conferring with local for this traffic is now to be extended
Shoes
Shoes
wrote to the trainmasters of the two officials in that city.
to Boston.
Announcement is made
siAssWUS
Mexican railways in Mexico City the
runfor
who
New
now
for
is
York
will
that
Central
the
in
Engineer MeGratb,
ESTABLISHED 1362
National and the Central.
One of ning out of Clovis on the cut-ofstall service between Chicago
and
Men
Women
them did not reply. The other wrote win jikeiy be promoted in the near Boston that "will equal that of the
that Warren had taken a train out of future and make his headquarters Twentieth Century limited to and
Mexico City on the morning of Jan-nar- either in this city or at Raton.
from New York.
The train will start
1908. He did
not know
4,
George T. Bell, president of the at I p. m. from Boston and from
whether he had brought the train American
association
of general Chicago at 2:30 p. m., arriving at
back or not. He had no knowledge passenger and ticket agents, has call destination in the first instance at
of him after that, he said.
ed a meeting of the organization to 11T50 p. m. and 8:30 p. m. in the
He stated in the letter that Warren be held in Toledo, September 14 and second.
wag one of the best conductors he 15.
William Goodspeed, an old con
ever had and he had been In hopes
HERE,
Conductors Cochran, Murphy and ductor who left Las Vegas In 18S9
are,
that he could keep him. He neglect- Thompson are handling passenger and had not been here since, returnmore essential, more
cool
ed to state whether he was train- runs on the Santa Fe Pacific between ed
yesterday, and it is only occasion5
master on the National or on the Winslow and Albuquerque, relieving
ally now that he runs across an oltiin the
appreciated,
Central
regular passenger conductors on vaca timer who railroaded with him in
"I have tried so many times and so tions.
,
Summer
these days, when the red tape wasn't
Dresses,
Samuel J. Powers, night car fore drawn as closely as it is today. After
many have promised to help me and
all has come to nothing, that I have man at the Santa Fe depot, left AI leaving here Mr. Goodspeed went to
times
prices will
about lost all hope," says Mrs. War- buquerque for Long Beach, Cal., where Old Mexico and then naturally drift
insure
comfort
service
ren.
expense in
he will join Mrs. Powers and chil ed back east to fKfe old home.
But
are
who
summer
was
the
. Warren
raised in Springfield. dren,
spending
so many changes had taken place
Bixty
The missing man had worked on the on the coast.
there thafthe place was so different
Isaac
a
Mort,
brakeman on the from what it used to be that he packrailroad since he was sixteen years
old. He worked on the Memphis line branch line between Lawrence and ed his trunk and came west again,
where there is more
until about nine years ago, when be Ottawa, Kansas, has bought a
and his wife and boy moved to Mena, der runabout. "Mr. Mort has an ad and less restraint.
We have about a dozen neat, serviceable wash dresses, all Spring styles, well made,
He ran a passenger train vantage in this," says an Ottawa pa
Ark.
Conductor and Mrs. E. E. Wilson
fitting and nicely trimmed, made from Gingham, Chambray, Madras," and Linen.
perfect
on the Kansas City Southern from per. "He has run on the Lawrence have reason for being proud of the
These dresses are worth every cent of the regular price just note the prices we have put on
Mena, Ark., to Shreveport, La until branch since the year 1, and he spanking team they drive to Imd from
them to close them out.
doesn't mind rough roads."
i
he went to Texas.
their home In the suburbs of town.
J TO
$6.00 One-pieGingham Dress, well made and nicely
George W. Graham, foreman of the It was bought of a Mexican,
1
He belonged to the Brotherhood of
0
Is
from
for
ip
trimmed,
only
Railroad Trainmen of Springfield. Santa Fe's water eervice at San Mar- whom a load of wood had been pur
e
10.00 and $10.50 all Linen
Dresses, nicely
tff QQ
When he went to Mena he joined the cial, telegraphed the tidings of great chased. Noticing that the half-fed- trimmed with piping, for .....
tjiUijO
in
of
local
B.
to
the
J.
of
joy
Conductors,
Floyd,
freight
Order
Railway
e
ponies hitched to the old
J2.50 French Madras
Dresses, a very neat
C7 Q8
dress, well and tastefully made
rickety wagon had in them the making
iJllsjO
of such a team as he drives today,
always the cynosure of many eyes
when passing by, Mr. Wilson paid the
GINGHAMS
.
native his price for them, and he has
never since regretted that he did so
Several piece
bordered Zephyr,
Some very pretty Waists, remnats of several lines, well and neatly
Gingham, neat, desirable patterns,
This is only another evidence of what
made, nicely trimmed with embroidery and Val. lace,
49o
fast colors, very popular,
OF AGRICULTURE
worth from 76c to $1.50, only.:.
results can be accomplished by the
worth 25o, for........l9o
f
a span of ponies
ANO MECHANIC ARTS
proper handling-oA good variety of styles in a Batiste waist, trimmed with tucks,
A nice assortment of fancy Zephyrs.
that at first eight didn't appear to be
lactj and embroidery, neat, serviceable and perfect fitting,
4
wide, fast colors, good
To promote Liberal and
97c
worth $1.78 for.
m
worth their salt.
17c
patterns 25c, for
M
Practical Education."
Officials of the Santa Fe railroad
Linen
made
from
Waists
white
of
and
lot
Lawn,
Another
best Scotch Ginham, fast
Fancy
HADLEY HALL
( MOPBIU ACT Of 18S2) 'I
colors and good patterns,
recently made the first trial trip from
Waistings, and white' Madras with colored figures, a good variety
Administration
to
for
$1.60
...
$1.09
worth
of
Building
$1.75,
in
worth 35c, for....... 25o
w
styles,
the Polk street station, in Chicago to
The courses in Mechanical, Electrical and Civil
car
a
in
smokeless
and
for
entrance
especially
Elgin,
graduation
are of the highest grade. Requirements
built by the General Electric Company
are the same as those of the best technical schools. Graduates from these courses
r
are always in demand at good salaries. Six instructors in engineering. Two entire
of Schenectady, N. Y., to demonstrate
MILLINERY
is
buildings (besides space in two others) are devoted to engineering, and another
the practicability of a gasoline and
electrical
Ladies' Oxfords, new, nobby models, worth $3.60 and
needed to accommodate machinery and
We still have a few high class Hats,
apparatus recently purchased.
If
electric engine for railroad use.
'
(
$1.98
4.00, for
Besides the
coune in Engineering there is so Industrial Coune in Practical Mechanic!
styles,
Spring and
cars
such
successful
the
test
and
mechanical
care
of
proves
ana!
school
work
drawing,
trimmed and worth Men, 0xforda the 0r088ettn make worth
shop work,
treat deal
which includes some high
tastefully
ftnd
.. $1.98
for.
4.00,
of
mechanical
the
industries,
is
This
'
(or
of
course
a
etc.
good
preparation
any
machinery,
$5.00 to $10.00 each. To close
operation
may be used to supplant the present
$1.30
il can be entered by a boy who has 6 milled the eighth grade.
them ont we will sell them at Men's Canvas Oxfords, an ideal Hot Weather shoe,
steam motives power. The car, which
Household
and
Business,
2
in
and
to
and
industrial
ottered
in
tan
Oxfords
leather
sizes
courses
Patent
are
Agriculture,
eoBegiata
just
Calf,
Complete
Boys'
is of all steel, has eight gasoline en
Economics. Also a General Scienti6e College course, a college preparatory course, and courses in
6, worth $2.50 pair, for... $1 90
and
gines with 125 horse power and has
English and Spanish Stenography. Good facilities for studying music piano, voice, band
I
8O0
OncHalf
worth
of
for
Barefoot
...
Eleven
75c,
comfortable
and
low.
Sandals,
are
AoceoitsadatioDs
Faculty
orchestra.
expenses
all the latest devices of railroad cars,
"
"
buildings.
for
65o
85c,
such as special brakes, speed regula
Address the President
Writs for Catalogue
"
75c
;
$1.00, for
ventilators
MEX.
N.
AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE.
tors,
sanitary appliances,
W. E. GARRISON
and lights. It was announced by some
TPf"
alslG
USEE!
- -of the officials who boarded the car
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and
perhaps, the days when
eheer
garments are
than any other time
year.
Waists and
purchased now, at our
repay the amount
many
greatly reduced
of
and
the
during
they
next
the
daya
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WASH DRESSES

,

one-piec-

one-piec-

1ev Mexico

WHITE WAISTS

College
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SHOE DEPARTMENT
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GOVERNORS

WASTE OF

ALARMING

TO BE
1RY THIS FOR
YOUR DOUGH

THERE IS FORCE

VOOD 13 DECK E AING

Denver, Aug. 5. The business aud
social program for the opening day
of the
Commercial
congress, which will be in session
here from August 16 to 21, has been
outlined by the local committee on
arrangements, as follows:
Congress will be called to order
Monday, August 1, in the Auditorium,
at 10 a. m. by former Governor James
H. Peabody, vice president of the organization, w ho will also deliver an
address of welcome.
Invocation by Rabbi W. S. Friedman, of Temple Emmanuel.
Governor John F. Shafroth, address
of welcome on behalf of state.
Mayor R. W. Speer, address ot welcome on behalf of city.
Dr. F. 1 Bartlett, president of the
chamber of commerce, greetings and
welcome from Denver's associated
commercial bodies.
Principal address of the morning by
former Governor Charles S. Thomas,
who was president of the congress In
Trans-mlselssip-

The waste wood heap continues to uses in the past will be given, and an
account of present uses; together with
diminish and pass away.
of suggestions for a wider range of useA Massachusetts manufacturer
fulness In the future by pointing out
brushes recently made a discovery in In what
capacities It will serve best
Maine which supplied him with ma- and be most valuable.
terial exactly suited to his purpose.
He went to the Pine Tree State to NO MORE PREMIUMS
buy wood for the hacks of hair
IN TOBACCO PACKAGES
brushes and the handles of shaving
It may not be generally known
brushes, and chanced to visit the
yards of a spool maker who was using among smokers that there Is a "Joker"
The spool man took in the new tariff bill to
white birch.
be pasthe white part of the wood only, and
sed
as
that
Is,
by
congress,
already
was throwing away the red hearts.
as reported by
Thousands of cords had been burned adopted by the house
or dumped in the lake to Bet rid of It the conference committee, but there
Is, just the same.
The red hearts were exactly what
Under the provisions of the new
the brush maker wanted, and at little law, no
package of tobacco, either
more than the expense of freight he
or smoking, shall carry a
chewing
supplied his factory.
which
coupon for prizes or
This is typical of the trend of tends to increase the premiums,
sale of the same.
Is
wood
Waste
of
manufacturing.
Many manufacturers of tobacco enstill great, but it is decreasing. What close these
coupons or certificates
one factory cannot use, another turns which entitles the
purchaser to a
to profit. Formerly mills threw away
premium, but under the provision of
half the forest tops left In the the new tariff law, no such induce
woods, sawdust dumped In streams to ments will hereafter be permitted by
pollute them and destroy fish, slabB Uncle Sam.
burned In perpetual bonfires, and
One tobacco firm alone annually
defective logs and low grade lumber gives away premimus In this manner
abandoned as not worth moving.
aggregating more than a million dol
This policy does not generally pre- lars. This method of advertising un
Some mills have, put in der the new law will not be permisvail now.
machinery to work up their own by- sible hereafter, and all Infringements
products, others sell their waste to will be punishable by heavy fines.
manufacturers who can use it, as In
The prop-erti- FLAG IS PERMITTED
the case cited in Maine.
and uses of woods are now subIN CATHOLIC CHURCH
jects of careful Investigation, and the
problem of turning to account the
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 6. Archbish
la
odds and ends and the
J. n. Pitaval of this diocese set
op
brought more to the front now than
a strict Catholic church rule
aside
formerly.
4The United States forest service ha? yesterday and established a precedent
taken up this study In a compre- here when he gave permission to the
hensive and systematic way. Investl-- ' members of the local G. A. R. post
gatlone of the woods of particular who were conducting the funeral of
states are being conducted usually Gen. John P. Victory to carry United
In
with the states con- States flags and post emblems Into
cerned. The plan, when fully carried the church during the services. The
out, will Include every commercial coffin containing the body of General
wood In the United States, not fewer Victory was draped In a United
than 200 species. The properties of States flag aud when Bishop Pitaval
each will be Investigated, Its hard- was asked to permit the Stars and
ness, toughness, elasticity, durability, Stripes and post emblems to be
weight, fuel value, size of trees, brought Into the church, he promptly
regions where grown, thev common granted the request. Archbishop
names by which H is known In differaction is being highly praised
ent localities, and other matters of by the members of Protestant church
this kind. A history of the wood's es in Santa Fe.
'

Pit-aval- 's

AUGUST 5, 1901

THURSDAY.

1S91.

Response by Governor M. C. Hays,
who will represent
the governors of twelve different
states in attendance.
Opening afternoon session, Thomas
F. Walsh, president of the congress,
will deliver his address.
Band concert in the Auditorium In
the evening.
Tuesday night there will be a banquet and ball at the Brown Paiace
i
hotel.
The remainder of the program has
not been fully arranged. GIfford Pln- chot will talk on the saving of forests
In the great western empire, and P.
H. Newell, head of the reclamation
service, will deliver an address on
of Washington,

DYING MOTHER'S LAST
WISH IS TO SEE SON

BIG REDUCTION
ON

Mix

two ounces of glycerine with

Rjubber Tire Vehicles U

half ounce of Virgin Oil of Pins
compound pure and a half pint at
a.ralglit whiskey. Shake well, aad
take in doses ot a teaspoouful every
(our hours. This mixture possesses
the healing, healthful properties of
the Pines and will break a cold in 34
hours and cure any cough that H
curable. In having this formula put
up, be sure that your druggist uses
the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine compound pure, prepared and guaranteed
only by the Leach Chemical Co.,
O.

ffjf We have, a good variety of Rubber
jJTirc Buggies and Surreys which
we are offering at a bargain.

LOOK THEM OVER

REPOSITORY

The Angetut.

This picture was painted by Malay,

It contains a man and a church

steeThe man and the woman are
very poor, they have been digging po-

Charles Ilfeld Co.

ple.

tatoes because they need them to live
on. The potatoes look very small.
Just at sunset they hear a bell ring. It
is the Angelus, It means they must
pray. So they bow their heads and
pray for bigger potatoes.

THE PLAZA

The Rascal's Baedeker,
There was once a man arrested oa
suspicion of a generally fraudulent
life. On him was found a map of England, and certain of the towns were
marked with the Initials T. W. K. The
detectives who traced his career of de
ception from town to town took quite
a long time to discover that those letters were a personal warning, and
stood for "Too Well Known."

"Wholesalers of
General Merchandiwe
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.

Faith, Hope and Charity.
Take three strong points In your re
ligion to heart the doctrinal rules do
not matter so much If you hold fast
to these namely, faith, hope and charity. Whatever your fallings and
if you have faith and hope
that right will win and charity toward
other sinners, you will see your way
clear to a better future.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

back-slldlng-

&RB&S JIELLY tind! GQ,
(Incorporated)

Color of Bread No Test.
The public would be well advised to
Chief of Police Ben Coles has re abandon the fallacious notion that the
ceived a letter from San Antonio, Tex whiteness of bread is a mark of its
as, asking that Tom Patterson, 21 quality. The destruction of the natyears of age, be located. The letter ural color of flour by bleaching agents
with the destruction of
states that Patterson is supposed to synchronizes
Us attractive flavor. Such tampering
mothNew
in
and
his
be
that
Mexico,
with the "staff of life" should be made
er is at the point of death from ill- Illegal. London Lar.cet.
ness and desires to see her son bewas last
fore she dies. Patterson
Weather Changed.
heard from at Globe, Ariz., and startIt had been raining steadily, and
ed that he was coming to this terri- the
had resigned himself
tory. Any person knowing this. Infor- to looking out the window. Suddenly
mation will confer a favor by commu out came the sun. "Well," exclaimed
nicating with H. Horner, No. 705 Cam he, "there's the sim! Isn't God a
caution?" The Delineator.
den street, San Antonio, Texas.
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Songbirds Used for Food.
A single dealer in Madrid sells annually 30,000 larks, finches and other
small birds for food, and the total
number thus consumed is estimated at
a million In that city alone.

'It's

AT.,

and PELTS

Home at
Albuquerque,

Login,

Mm

Mm,

M. Mm,

Tuoumoarl,
Trinidad, Oolorado

Bast Farm Wagon made

RACINE" SATTLEY CO., Vehicles
NAVAJO BLANKETS

Do Not Split It with an Ax.
To split an infinitive is not a mortal
offense, but the Columbia State split
one in a two column headline in
type. No one is justified in
torpedoing an Infinitive. Charleston
News and Courier.

i,

M.M.,

BAIN WAGONS, th9

four-year-ol- d

Retail Prices:

nt

liri

E

1.

In Our

Clu-cinna-

Uncle Ezra Says:
a good Idee to lay up treas- -

ores la hearen, but at the same time
don't furglt the rainy-dapossibility
"
on the earth."

n.ooo lbs.,

or more, each delivery,

20c per 100 lbs.

i.ooo lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

AQUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity and lasting qualities of which have ,made Las Vegas

famous.

Office:

701

Doug-la-

s

avenue.
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The King of All Bottled Beers
This matchless brew holds in living life the juices of the best barley grown in America,
and the fragrance and tonic powers of the finest Saazer hops grown in Bohemia.

The Most Popular Beer in the World
McGUIRE

4

WEBB

Distributors

St. Louis, U. S. A.

LAS VEGAS, N. MEX.

CORKED OR WITH CROWN CAPS

.f.

A

Seeds end Seeder
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

cut-tail-

-

ft luizaiiarcs ft.

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Say the Philosopher.
"Ef you can't git up the ladder of
success on your own feet, don't grab
s
of the feller ahead as
the
a last resort."

Has bred within our blood and bone the strength to make us a nation of conquerors and
.
the leaders of the world's civilization.
From the dawn of spring until old Jack Frost first covers our land there will be
thousands of camps pitched along the pine-cla- d
rivers and lakes of our beloved country.
No camping outfit is complete without a case or two of good old

Brewery

Browne

amount to anything as themselves.

Our Inherited Love of Mother Nature

Bottled Only at the
Anheuser-Busc- h

Waste of Time.

Most men fool away so much valuable time trying to be like somebody
else that they hare no chance to

If Not One Thing It Is Another.
The Ideal man does not exist; perhaps one who has a fine liver has a
bunion, and in the most of us there Is
a screw loose somewhere.

Headquarters in the Territory for

Turns Out Needles In Millions.
A needle factory in Redditch, .Worcestershire, England, makes 70,000,000
needles every week.

Pg, Agricultural

Candles and Gas.
Fifty pounds of candles will produce
the same amount of illumination as
1,000 feet of gas.

FILL

M

OF

ESEXICAN

mplemehts
AKI0LE

SMP

Everybody Knows One.
A man who has never had a cold
has no idea how many good cures
there are in the world for it.
Germany's State Woods.
The state woods of Germany cover
10,000,000 acres and give employmeat
to 100,000 persons.
Talk and Thought.
The parrot Is proof of the fact that
rmch talk; where there
there may
Is little tho 4ght
The 8erpnt's Inducement.
Perhaps, the serpent told Eve that
apples were good for the costylexioa.
It s a fortunate thing for mascu
line vanity that the average woman
is short on the sense of humor.

i

Bar
Opera
g$::::j Bat
Pzi&gVg

Draught
f

FV

FOUR

LAS

he Qalhj

Expert" la that Germany la pursuing a
naval policy that was first mapped
soon after the empire was foundout
ESTABLISHED 1879.
ed, and not trying to outstrip England, with a view to taking posses
PCBLISUED BY
sion of the British Isles. Ha eaya:
The Optic Publishing Company "Every Englishman should recognize
that his country has nothing to fear
tiBUOBPoiurcu ,
at all from Germany,
long as no
ML M.
PADGETT.
EDITOR attack are made upon her national
dignity nd her Independence." And
a few lines further on he throws out
defiance In these words: "England,
of course, will gradually have to beEatored at the Postoffloe at East come accustomed to the fact that In
the future other nations, too, will
Lam Vegas, N
second-clae- s
M.,
guard their Interests at sea more than
tutter.
they were- - wont to guard them during the. last century."
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
It will be lntereslng to note the
Daily
comment of the British press on this.
Pw Tear by Carrier
....$7.00 Will they argue that the dove of
Per Month b Carrier
.65 peace or the mailed fist will prevail?
per Week Vy Carrier.
.20
A PARTY IN REVOLT.

fj.oo
i.oo

(New York World.)
Of twenty Republican representa
THE DOVE OF PEACE AND MAIL- tives who voted against the confer
ence report on the Payne-Aldrlcbill,
ED FISTS
not one was from a democratic state.
Seven of the eight republican mem- Great Britain will take but small bers from Minnesota Joined the revolt.
consolation from the statements of Minnesota is so independent of party
"A German Naval Expert," published ties that in 1904 it gave Roosevelt
In the current North American
161,000 plurality and the democrat
If .the article attracts the at- Johnson for governor 6,000; In 1908 it
tention of the Englishmen at all. It gave Taft 85,000 and Johnson 20,000,
will not be Interpreted as an offer of
Seven out of twenty Republican
the olive branch, but aa a veiled members from Iowa and Wisconsin opthreat that Brlttanla must make haste posed the bill. Iowa was once the
If she wishes to maintain her suprem- banner Republican state and it is now
acy at sea,
the home of the "Iowa Idea," as Wisx
Since England first stepped on the consin Is of progressive republican- stage of action and took a leading part Ism.
In the drama of world politics," noth- One member opposed the bill from
lag, It Is safe to 6ay, has caused so each of the following states: North
much consternation among the in- - Dakota, Kansas, Washington, Illinois,
habitants of "Albion as the naval pol-- : Ohio and New York the latter a state
Icy of the German empire.
Since j now precariously republican but
ships were fighting uhlps, mally uncertain and pIvotaL
England has maintained an offensive j No republican member from Nebras-an- d
defensive sea armament stronger Jta or Indiana had the courage to
those of the two next strongest pose the conference report; but on
nations. The scattered nature of her the same day the vote was taken the
colonies and dependencies, the world- - Republican Editorial association of
extent of her commerce, and dlana praised Senator Beverldge and
above all, her own exposed coast the progressives for insisting upon a
line and the close proximity of pow-- 1 "fair and equitable" revision.
The
erful nations across the channel, have Nebraska republicans In convention
warranted her In spending untold promised President Taft to approve
millions In their protection and de- - his veta of any bill that "?oes not
fense. Any threat to surpass her ' conform to his construction of the
strength in this line causes consterna- platform pledge" of revision downtion among the Lords of the Ad- ward.
The great strength of the movement
miralty.
The attitude of a "A German Naval for real revision lies In the republican
h

I

j
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op-tha- n

In-wi-
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j
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THURSDAY,

Something for Comfort.

A Reminder

Our line of Martha Washington's for Ladies.

If anticipating: buying a gift of SLlveri Cut Glass, China or
Jewelry, remember we carry only the BEST.

riain Toe Juliet
Patent Fox

.

; '.

i :":

Y.

. .'

$2.00
2.25

Gorham Silver

Oar Shoes are reliable.

Packard's China, Hawkes Cut Glass etc.
'
Take advantage of our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer.
6aves you ten PER CENT on your purchase.

fttHedgcock's

Common Sense Shoe Store
611

Douglas Avuue.

R.
B. Las

northwest. It is the strength of the
party that is In revolt.
The Aldrich republican machine
claims a great victory In jamming the
report through the house. It is for
Mr. Taft to consider how many such
great victories with a sanely reorganized opposition would spell a
great defeat.
,

attic and roll

;

.

J.

It

Jeweler and Optician.

TAUPERT,

60O Douglas Avenue.

Vegas, X. M.

one, but outside of this

there will be nothing doing.
The dealers, too, must be on their
good behavior. It will be a high offense if he sells cigarettes, cigarette
paper or cigarette tobacco to a boy,
and if he does It a second time it will
For the
be a still higher offense.
first offense he Is subject to a fine of
not less than $10 nor more than $100,
and If brought up before the Judge a
CIGARETTES HIST
second time and convicted he will get
a fine of not less than $50 and it may
GO IN MISSOURI
of the fine so
go to $500. One-hal- f
recovered shall go to the complaining
Kansas City, Aug. 5. After August witness, which opens a new field of
16 it will be farewell to cigarettes employment for observing young men.
over all the state of Missouri, as far
as boys of eighteen years and under GRI2ZLED HOUSE SPEAKER
are concerned, for on that day the
TO BUCK ADMINISTRATION
law passed by the recent legislature
goes into effect. When tt does, a boy
Washington, Aug. 5. Speaker Can
will not be allowed to smoke the non is
expected td announce his deci"coffin nails" and woe unto the dealer sion
regarding committee assignwho dares to either give away or sell ments sometime
today. That they
them to the youth of tender years.
wtfll not be altogether satisfactory
But the law, stringent as it is with is already Indicated by gossip heard
regard to cigarettes and the, makings around the chamber.
of cigarettes, Is not so Severn, after
The setectioa which is expected to
to cause a
all, provided the lad can learn
great deal of comment and insmoke a pipe, a clear Havana or a cidentally considerable concern is the
Pittsburg stogie that is not so clear. designation of Representative Weeks
The new law aims strictly at the of Massachusetts, to be chairman of
death bearing cigarette.
the committee on postoffices and
Inasmuch as Kansas already ha3 a
It Is understood that Mr.
law In operation prohibiting the sale Weeks does not favor the postal savof cigarettes to anyone, regardless of ings bank proposition and that his atage, It Is clear that the Kansas City titude toward that innovation, which
youth will have to quit or adopt a was proposed and recommended by
new method of tobacco indulgence.
George Von L. Meyer, formerly postThe new law provides a fine of not master general, has had some influmore than flO for any boy caught ence with Speaker Cannon irf making
smoking a ready made cigarette or a the selection.
home-mad- e
The fact that Representative Gardcigarette, and the mere
d
fact that a boy has the "makings" is ner of New Jersey, who would be
to the chairmanship of the post-considered sufficient evidence for a
conviction. There appears to be one office committee from the standpoint
loophole in the law the boy may go of rank of service on that committee,
Into his father's cellar or up in the yesterday for the first time voted

with tbe rules insurgents and the
democrats on the urgency deficiency
bill was taken to indicate that he regards Mr. Weeks' appointment as

'

:

post-road-

s.

REPORTS.

MARKET

strong; southerns weak; native steers
$4.507.50; southern steers, $3.40
5.25; southern cows $2.754.00; native cows, heifers $2.257.00; stockers' feeders $3.005.25; bulls $3.00fJ
calves $3.757.00; western
4.25;
steers $4.256.25; western cows $2.75
4.50.

Hogs 5000, 4 to 10 higher; bulk
sales
$7.607.85; heavy $7.8007.90;
St Louis Wool.
St. Louis, Aug. 5. wool steady; ter- packers' butchers $7.707.85; light
ritorial western mediums, 23028; $7.507.80; pigs $6.507.40.
Sheep, 3000 steady, muttons $45;
fine mediums 2225; fine 1319.
wethers
lambs $5.505.85; range
$5.055.25; range ewes $3.25485.
New York Stocks.
New York, Aug. 5. Copper standLead,
ard, spot, $12.00
steady, $i.254.30! silver, 60
call money, 1
2; prime paper,
33-44- ;
Mexican dollars, 44; Amal
Atchison, $118
gamated, 83
SouthNew Tork Centralfl $139
ern Pacific, $134 3 8; Union Pacific,
$$200
Steel, preferSteel, $74
red, $126
7--

4

6--

7--

3--

1--

Chicago Provisions.
Chicago, Aug. 5. Wheat, SeptemCorn,
ber, $1.00
December, 98
September, 63; December, 52. Oats,
36
December,
Pork, September, $20.50;
Lard, September,
January, $16.37
October, $11.27
$11.30$11.32
Ribs, September, $11.02
October, fll.07ll.07

September,

1--

1--

A party of homeseekers from Sed-aliMo., composed of Neil McGuil-leSteve Shay, Jacob Stone, Wm.

a,

3000

strong
to shade higher; beeves $4.407.50;
western
Texas steers $4.005.65;
steers $4.0(r6.00: stackers' feeders
$2.40S.30; cows, heifers $3.005.15;
calves $5.508.00.
light
Hogs 12000, mostly higher;
$7.508.0; mixed $7.408.10; heavy
$7.308.15; rough $7.307.50; good
choice heavy $7.508.15; pigs $6.80
7.85; bulk sales $7.657.95; sheep
12000 steady, to shade lower ;natice- $4.705.80;
$3.005.30; yearlings
lambs native $4.507.75; western
$4.506.30.
"

Kansas City Live Stock.
CO00
Kansas City, Aug.
steady
eluding 3500 southerns:

1-- 4

36

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Aug.

3--

1-- 4;

OnePiece Dress Special
Dresses are made from Economy'
button and braid
and well made, worth $4.50
Li-je-

and $5.00.

'THE

Seared With a Hot Iron.
Or scalded by overturned kettle
cut with a knife bruised by slammed
door injured by gun or any other
way the thing needed at once is
Rucklen's Arnica Salve to subdue inflammation and kill the pain. It's
earth's supreme healer, infallible for
in boils, ulcers, fever sores, eczema and
to piles. 25c at all druggists.

Interesting News for Mothers

STORE .OF QUALITY

trim-me- d

Special,

ABOUT BOYS' NEEDS

E.LasVegas,

Boys' wash Suits, made from Piques.- Linens, Ginghams, Economy Linen, Madras, Chambray and Galatea cloth, sizes 2 Ho 9
years. Regular prices, 90c to $2.75.
68c to $2,07
Special prices,

N.M.

o

$3.00

New Arrivals

it would cost that just for the making'.
Toile

Du '

Nord and

Red

Boys' light colored Shirts, neat stripes, 75c quality.
Special,

Seal Ginghams guaranted to

wash, especially fine for Children's school dresses.

'

Boys Picnic Straw Hats
Boys' 25c Neckties Windsors and

Now is the

time to buy these materials and get them made up before School
.

begins

.

12&c

. . ,

55c
15c

four-in-han-

19c

ds

27c

Boys' 35c Summer Balbriggan Underwear

and 15c per yd.

Drapery Materials
We are now showing a very complete

line of Silkalines,

Cretonnes, Tapestries, Figured Sateens and Fancy Denims.

Tapestry, good serviceable materials in pretty

50-in-

terns and plain colors
36-in-

27-in-

pat-

$125 and $1.65

Silkolines, washable

12jc and l5c yd.

Cretonnes, very strong weaves,

10c and 12jc yd.

il

x

l"J.?,r J

TVT

new
A

.

'

1.

Women's Undergarments
AT SPECIAL PRICES

Shoe Dep't

In order to close out broken lots of Women's Summer Underwear, we offer 20 PER CENT OFF on all knit goods.

Shoes, flexible sole, turn Military heel, nice for elderly
;
$4.00
Ladies; B. and E. width, very comfortable
Vici-ki- d

Women's Swiss and lisle ribbed Vests and Pants,
ular l5c to $1.00. Now

PARASOLS
Parasols in Pohgees and Silks," some "Polka dot, some embroidered; colors to match Dresses. Also Children's Parasols.
Special,

25 PER CENT OFF

SILK SPECIAL
Spaflffl' and Spider. Silks, Debutant 5ilkst andp.Fancy
Waistings, worth 65c and 75c. Reduced to 48c yd.
.

reg-

11c to 75c

Women's Union Suits, in ankle and knee lenght, sizes 5 and
57c to 94c
6, with or withovt sleeves, 75c to $1.25. Now

Patent high Shoes, ..button, high arch, andlhigh heel one of
the new shoes for Fall made' by "Zieger's Philadelphia," makers

)

In The Men s Dept

of high class novelties,

$1.25 and $1.50
New Shirts, narrow plaited, white. .
Blue Chambray, plaited
$1.25
' V'b
And the best $1.00. shirt jyou ever saw.

Fine

Vice-ki- d

-

"Zieger's,"...

If:
j

.

."'. . V'.'v:

'. . $5.00

Shoes, Cuban heel, straight last, lace, highlarch,
$4.50

Shirt Special

A new plaited Men's Shirt, Novelty plait, very stylish;1 all

sties', $1.50 yatue...

...$i. 15

'Special-v- j

(See Window,)

v

j

y,

Leipslc and Ed Wareham, arrived in
the city on No. 9 last evening and today t were shown mesa lands. It is
understood all were favorably impressed and may locate permanently
in this vicinity.

IS

I

--

"Krippendorf Diltman" Shoes, all. sizes, widths, and leathers,
latest styles, at $3.00, $3.50, $4.00 and $5.00.
(GLAD TO SHOW THEM)

S

J

LAS

Trustworthy
methods during the
many years of our
dealings have proven

i
5
.

"
.

the wisdom of trad- ing with ns. "While

;

working for a business we have been
working for a reputation; we have gained it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with ns is a satisfactory deal we guarantee that.

WINTERS

DRUG

Seventh street.
Misses Margaret and Ella Bernard
are expected to reach home on the
tenth of this month, from an extend
ed pleasure trip which has Included
Bjany of popular watering places on

CO.

TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
PERSONALS.

Frank Springer Is in the city from
Raton.
Eight sisters of Loretto left this
afternoon for Santa F6.
V..
Gortner has cone to Las
Cruces. He exuixts to return home
,
tomorrow.
Dan 'W hite, a merchandise broker, is
In the city today on business from El
Paso, Texas.
Dr. W. R. Tipton has returned from
Raton, where hei was called on profes
sional business.
Eugenlo Rudulph is vlsltng in the
city from Rociada. and expects to re- jnain here some days.
W. G. Ogle returned home last even
ing on No. 9 from a visit of a few
days to Sedalla, Missouri.
L. F. Wosely and wife from St.
Louis; and J. W. Cambell of Kansas City, register at El Dorador hotel.
of
G. W. Camer, a representative
the Wholesale Bakers Supply house.
Is in Las Vegas on business connected
with, his firm.
Carl M. Turner arrived here this
.afternoon en route to Los Angeles,
He expects to continue his journey
westward tomorrow.
Douglas Hoskins drove to the city
yesterday from Chaperito, and ex
necta to return tomorrow. He re
ports good rains in that vclinity.
Assistant U. S. Attorney S. B.
Davis, Jr., was a passenger on the
Limited this morning for Santa Fe,
where he spent the day on. business.
E. G. Murphey departs for the
Pacific coast tomorrow morning on
the limited on a vacation trip. He
expects to be absent for a number of
I
weeks.
E. H. Salazar, editor of El Indepen-diente- ,
went over the bills this afternoon to the Ancient City, where he
will remain three or four days on
business.
Vincent Jones arrived in the city
yesterday from surveying part of the
proposed reservoir on the Beck grant.
Mr. Jones was forced to return on
account of ill health.
John Wright of the John Deere
Plow company, left the city this afternoon for Albuquerque, after concluding a successful deal in the automobile line In
is.clty.
Dr. J. G. de Andre, representative of
the
Drug company, of
Denver, was in the city last evening
calling on the local druggists. He
left for the south this morning.
Sheriff Cleofes Romero yesterday
drove out to his ranch at El Cuervo,
where he will Join his family who
have been there for some time. He
will also superintend the clipping of
his sheep.
, H. TJ. Mudge, vice president of the
Rock Island system, went south In
his private car, attached to No. 1, today. He is going to Glorletta, and
from there will go to his mountain
lodge, where he will spent a few
weeits in iisning on we reoos river.
Mrs. H. B. Dickenson, who has been
at St. Anthony's sanitarium, and Mrs.
A. H. Whltmore, left today on a trip
of a few days to La Cueva ranch.
Upon Mrs. Dickenson's return she
,

'

n

THe

mm

at the

620 Douglas.

0

viio
San
ffp. Nafinna
A!qqo.qq Of LSS VCSS
J.

M. CUNNINGHAM,
President
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President

Now in use at a number of our
best homes in this city.
Only for sale at

Sympathy with the Doa.
went mad at the sight of a
fashionable hat and bit the woman
who wore it. This is eoine it rather
strong, but some way or other we
nave a lot or sympathy for that dog.
,
Philadelphia Inquirer.
New York's Consumption of Eggs.
Eggs consumed in New York city
last year required 10,288 cars to haul
them, which means that the supply
was sufficient to give 30 dcrcen to

each inhabitant.

.

than be president generally has his
gratified.
preference
Philadelphia

Therein Is His Power.
Man is but a reed, the weakest in
nature, but he is a thinking reed.

sta-

for full size Jelly Glasses
for Mason Fruit
Jars, (pints)
80c dz. for Mason
Fruit Jars, (quarts)
1.00 dz. .for Mason

Fruit Jars,

(half-gallo-

0

&

0

0
0

0
'0
0

Las Vegas Savings Bank

4

THE ROSENTHAL

Stone Jars
Stone Jars
Stone Jars
Stone Jars

12c for
24c for
36c for
48c for

only at

and
Philadelphia
rain.

York

THE ROSENTHAL

Pittsburg
Chicago
New York
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
St Louis
Brooklyn
Boston

".

34
26

58
66

.370
.286

4c dozen for Fruit Jar Rubbers
American League.
5c pair for Straw Cuffs
Won.Lost.Pct
5c bottle of Elue Seal Vaseline
61 37 .622
5c bar Oatmeal Cucumber Toilet Detroit
58 38 .604
Philadelphia
Soap
57 44 .564
Boston
5c bar Witxh Hazel Toilet Soap
51 46 .526
Cleveland
5c big roll Toilet Paper
47 48 .495
Chicago
5c for two Asbestos Stove Mats
44 61 .463
New
York
at
only
41 53 .436
St. Louis
THE ROSENTHAL
70 .286
....28
Washington
n
$2.75 For
Top Mat
tresses, full size, only at
Western League.
THE ROSENTHAL
Won.Lost.Pct.
Sioux City
..56 37 .607
Mat
$4.95 for $7.50
All-Cotto-

All-Cotto- n

Opposite Y.

M. C. A.

....300
'....010

o

because

of

US VEGASSANTA

204 lOx
000 030

10 13
4 5

0
5

Miller and Lewis; Chabeck and
Towne.
R. H. E.
Score
001 000 0001 5 3
Topeka
101 024 lOx 9 10 0
Pueblo
Harris and Henry; Jackson and
Mitze.

Score
R. H. E.
000 000 0101 5 2
Lincoln
004 000 0015 8 1
Omaha
Johnson and Crelghton; Lower and
Cadman.
t
American Association.
At Milwaukee Milwaukee, 6; In
dianapolis, 3.
s

;

ROSA

.AUTO LINE

Rosa auto
The Las Vegas-Santmail, express and passenger line
The auto
Is now la operation.
makes the round trip between
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three
times a week, Mondays, Wed-nesdaya and Fridays.
The auto leaves Murphey's drug
etore at 7 a. hl, visits both post- offices and leaves Winters' drug
store on the West side for Santa
4 Rosa. Tickets can be purchased
at either Murphey's or Winters
drug stores.
The round trip fare ls($U; one
way $6. Each passenger Is al- lowed to carry not to exceed 25
pounds of baggage. Express pack-4 ages are also handled and can be
left at either of the drug stores
mentioned.

;

a

4

Capital Punishment In Germany.
Beautify!
The city beautiful movement should
Although little is heard outside
Prussia of capital punishment within appeal to every householder In thi i
Omaha
the kingdom, the law ts by no means community.
A very little work
ami
Denver
.....45 44 .506 a dead
letter. In seven years there very little expense on the part of each
.505
48
46
Wichita
have been 98 executions, ten of the citizen would work wonders in the im....42 46 .477 condemned being women. Silesia provement of the city and everybody
Topeka
38 55 .409 heads the list with 21 executions, fol would share the benefits.
Pueblo
v
Birmingham
...33 60 .355 lowed by Brandenburg, Posen and News. ..
Lincoln ,
Rhineland. No executions take place
In Berlin, the condemned being taken
and Ugly Men Exempt.
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
to the prison at Ploetzensee, in BranA notice has been issued by the
denburg, where they have a standing French army authorities stating that
National League.
guillotine.
In future
men will be conBoston at Chicago.
sidered unfit for military service, aa
well as those who are so ugly thatt
Bering Sea Volcanie Islands.
Brooklyn at Pittsburg.
The Bogoslofs are a group of three their ugliness may be a cause of terNew York at Cincinnati.
small volcanic islands in the southern ror to thosd who see them. Stutter
Philadelphia at St Louis.
part of Bering sea, and 37 miles north era will also be exempt.
west of the island of Unalaska. One
American League.
of these islands, Castle Rock, has
Vegetables Neglected.
been known since 1796; Fire island
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Broccoli and cauliflowers came froms
"
has been known since 1883, while the
St. Louis at New York.
in
the seventeenth century,
Cyprus
third one, Perry island, rose from the and
Detroit at Boston.
the potato, brought to England by
San
sea
Fran
time
of
the
the
about
Cleveland at Washington.
Sir Walter Raleigh about 1584, was
cisco earthquake. In 1906. According not In
general use until 1663, when tha
to a letter to Science, this island
royal society directed attention to it
Western League.
now
sunk.
has
and recommended its cultivation.
Wichita at Denver.
Topeka at Pmblo.
Siberia's Awful Cold.
'
Youngest
Sioux City at Des Moines.
Siberia has the coldest weather
John C. Breckenridge was the young
Omaha at Lincoln.
At
known anywhere in the world.
est
the country ever
Verkhoyaonsk, Siberia, 90.4 degrees had. He was elected on
the ticket
below
was
zero
in
observed
January,
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
with Buchanan when he was 36. He
1888, which goes below anything ever
had been elected a member of conknown in the world before or ever
National League.
gress at 30. Sunday Magazine.
'
temR. H. E. since. At that point the average
Score
030 000 41x 8 11 1 perature for January Is nearly 64 deTwas a Glorious Victory.
Chicago
below zero. This town is 330
100 010 1003 7 4 grees
Boston
There's rejoicing in Fedora, Tenn. A
feet above the level of the sea, and
Reulbach and Archer; Tucker, Fer during the entire winter the weather man's life has been saved, and now Dr.
Is calm and clear.
guson and Smith.
King's New Discovery is the talk of
the town for curing C. V. Pepper of
R. H. E
Score
"I could!
lung hemorrhages.
deadly
4
1
000
0
000
000
.,
Pittsburg
Land and Nautical Miles.
not work nor get about," he writes,
In considering the speed of a steam- "and the doctor did me no good, but.
Brooklyn .... ..010 000 000 1 5 2
Willis, Philippi and Gibson; Mcln- - ship, it must be remembered that a after using Dr. King's New Discovery;
knot or nautical mile, is a very dif- three weeks, I feel like a new man,
tyre and Bergen.
R. H. E. ferent thing from a land mile. A and can do good work again.' For
Score
'weak, sore or diseased lungs, coughs
000 010 0001 8 2 mile is 5,280 feet while a knot is and
St. Louis
colds, hemorrhages, hay. fever, la
6.080 feet and a fraction. Therefore,
1
9
100 010 0204
Philadelphia
a vessel makes 23.05 knots an grippe, asthma or any bronchial afwhen
Harmon, Raleigh and Phelphs; Cor-- hour, she passes over very nearly 27 fection it stands unrivaled. Price bOc
and .
Trial bottle free. Sold and
rldon and Dootn.
land miles.
guaranteed by all druggists.
York game In
The Cincinnati-NeCincinnati was postponed on account
Ancient Artificial Eyes,
Wo feI sorry for the pov." lufus
ot wet grounds.
Artificial eyes were first made use ot whose wife talks in her
sleep, too.
by the Egyptians; they were of gold
and
and
of
silver
copE.
subsequently
R. H.
First game
Baby Morphine Fiends
and ivory. Hundreds of years
Detroit
Ill 014 02010 18 , 1 per
are made by all soothing syrups and
in
sixteenth
the
when
later,
century,
2
Boston
...110 001 000 3 8
th,ey were made in Europe, porcelain baby medicines that contain opium
Speer and Stanage; Spiltzer, Welt was the substance used, and the ma- and naroctics. McGeef Baby Elixir
or narcotls Drugs
er, Nouse and Carrigan, Madden.
ker usually stamped his address on contains no in'unous
of any kind. A sure and safe cum
Second game
R. H. E. the white of the eye.
for disordered stomachs, bowels and
000 100 0001 7 0
Detroit
fnetfulne&s splendid for teething inTelephone your news Items to The fants. Sold by Center Block Depot
001 100 OOx 2 3 4
Boston
Drug Co.
Donovan and Stanage; Karger and Optic; Phone Main 2.
Carrigan.
R. H. E.
First game
Washington ....000 000 0101 6 0
Cleveland ... . ...000 000 000 0 4 1
Joss and
Johnson and Street;
Clarke.
"H. E.
Second game
We are now making tii9 finest beer in the Southwest.
Boost
9 1
002 000 40x-r- i6
Washington
for.
either
ta
home
and
orders
us
telephone your
keg or
industry
7 3
100 000 010-- -2
Cleveland
-u?.i
Oberlin, Hughes and Street; Booles, botUabeer.
;. :
.
Sutton and Clarke.
PHONES MAIN 67, 6t aad 32 Louis game at New
New York-S- t
54
51

Des Moines

tresses, full size,
only at

postponed

Western League.
v
R. H. E.
Score
000 451 1001114 2
Wichita
202 041 04x 13 10 2
Denver
Shaner, Brennan and Weaver;
Olmetead, Waason and Haas.
R. H. E.
First game

26 .714
30 .670
62 35 .598
46 46 .500
41 61 .446 Des Molnea
38 51 .427 Sioux City
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on sale at
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Bald-Heade- d

ASK

FOR

PLAIN SIGNATURES.

bald-heade- d

Lawyers Revolt Against the Careless
and Illegible Writing of Their
Clients.
"Please write signature plainly" in
the latest addition to the letterhead of
a well known firm of lawyers. "We
are simpliy tired of the careless way
the average client signs his name,"
said a member of the firm. "The signature of many a prominent man is
actually undecipherable, and still
these are the very men who are fussy
as to spelling of their names and take
it as a personal slight that their signatures should not be recognized, no
matter how poorly written. We have
several times offended clients by insist
ing upon legible signatures and as a
last resort have incorporated this request on our letterheads.
There's
only one man I ever met who took up
my criticism of his signature good
aturedly. He was the president' of
a large company and was obliged to
sign many papers officially. One important paper came back to us so
abominably signed that the next time
his signature was requested it was
accompanied by a personal note asking for a more distinct one. ' The document came back beautifully signed.
together with a little note in which
he said he didn't blame "me for not
wanting to accept as his official sig
nature 'a few little scratches that
looked like a rail fence running north
and south.' I had to laugh, as this
was a flrstrate description of his signature."
Garbaje

In London

Not always

Post Office.
In

England a thing of dellsht. Hunters
who shoot woodcock and quail and
fishermen who have a successful day
send the trophies of their sport to
friends at remote points on the litttle
island called Great Britain by parcels
post In the holiday season, when
there Is the vast mass before it can
be delivered, and there is a rush of
garbage men and garbage wagons te
clean It out. New York Press.

de-

Boy's Essay on 'Possum,. ..
."There's this to say of the "pos
sum," writes a Georgia youngster.
Father of Trouble.
Imagination is the father of most "He ain't no bear, 'cause he's always
grlhnin' like he was in a good humor
of our troubles.
with ever'body. It's just as if, when
Drink MacBeth mineral, water, while you tol :himi,you was goin' to; kill
the city water Is bad and regain your him, an' cook him, an' eat him for
dinner he looked on it as a good
:
health. '
Joke lust took it for a laughin' matr
ter. I don't know whether he is just
Call up Main 2 when yon have tnj
or was born grinnin'!"
news. The Optic wants It.
Atlanta Constitution;;
i'.
,-

good-nature-

'

........

U-00-

,

.

is. the parcels post

"

&

OFFICE WITH

National League.
Won.LostPct,

"

Cos

O. T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
F, B. JANUARY, Asst Cashier.

'will accept small deposits and pay interest 'on all sums over
5 dollars. That means when yon have saved a hundred you
also have what your savings have been earning for you. Your
spending causes you nothing but regret.

THE ROSENTHAL

'

c

THE LAS VEQAS SAVINGS BANK

A dog

Daily Thought.
Sin has many tools, but a lie is a
handle that fits them all. Autocrat of
the Breakfast Table.

oao.ooo.

carefully. You know how 'easy it Is to spend a hundred
dollars, one or two at a time Ever think that it's just as
easy to tare a hundred in the same way.

-

Record.

c

WEIGH THE MONEY QUESTION

mined attempt to educate the people
in the prevention of tuberculosis ever
attempted in any state in the union.
Dr. S. C. Emley, associate professor
in pathology at the University of Kansas, is in charge of the campaign,
which will extend all over the SunDr. Emley will spend a
flower state.
week In Leavenworth, Topeka, Wichita, Pittsburg and other cities, and a
dsy in each of the smaller towns.
For several years Dr. Emley has
been making a special study of tuber
culosis, and, at the last meeting of
the board of regents of the unlverslty,
he was granted a leave of absence for
two years, in which time he is to
work with the state board of health
to see what can be done in Kansas
toward checking the disease. '
The regular plan for this crusade
was formulated by Dr. S. J. Crumbine, secretary of the Kansas state
board of health. Dr. Crumblne, with
Dr. Emley, attended the last meeting
of the National Congress for the Prevention and Cure of Tuberculosis, and
It was there they conceived this plan,
for which the state of Kansas has set
aside $10,000 a year for two years.
Upon arriving in a town, Dr. Emley
will work; with the local medical fra
Public illustrated lectures
ternity.
will be given, at which Dr. Emley
will tell the people of the laws by
which they must govern themselves
to help in the fight against the dread
disease.
Over and above all, however, Dr.
Emley's visits will accomplish .the
purpose of starting a sanitary reform,
for he will 6how municipal authorities what they must do in the way of
cleaning up their towns and to teach
them that there is an Imperative need
of their seeing that their towns have
good drainage systems.

Hht

r

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Lawrence, Kans., Aug 5. This month 3c each
will witness In Kansas the most deter- 60c dz.

. Gets What He Wants.
The man who would rather be

fill

--

ON DREAD TUBERCULOSIS

Prove Decrease In Thievery.
Fifty years' records of criminnl
tistics show that thievery .has
creased 40 per cent.

Veqas Mercantile

Q

KANSAS PLANS WAH

An Extravagant Man.
Clficago man was fined ten dollars
for kissing his landlady. It would have
been cheaper to pay his board bill.

and

FIVE

5, 1901

University of California.
N. J. Thompson, and John O. Watt
came to town yesterday overland
from Bstaneia. " They report that
while many of the fields along the
road were excellent, nevertheless the
Chas. Hammond ranch, south, of the
city, looked best of alL
Miss Anita, Baca, of Santa Fe, ar
rived in the city this afternoon for a
visit to Miss Eileen Zimmerman. Miss
Baca is the daughter of R. L. Baca,
the well known politician of Santa
Fe, and is quite popular In Las Vegas,
where she has visited frequently.

A

OF

lis

An Ornament to (acy Rocrq
&
or Perch.

Pacific coast
Mrs. H. C. Lewis, accompanied by
Miss ( Bertha Cohn. have left the city
for San Francisco. Mrs. Lewis re
sides In that city, and Miss Cohn goes

New Use for Electric Blower.
The electric blower for hot air furnaces has been successfully used for
the heating of buildings.

Finest

m

o
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Swing and Seltee,

the

Pascal.

Htm

Combination

there to resume her studies in the

Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET
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will be a guest at the residence of
Mr. and lire. A. H. Whitmore, on
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MAKING "ANTIQUES"

WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT
in a hundred ways-a- nd,

in ONE of Them at Least, TO-DA-

ADVERTISE
First Insertion 5 Cents a Line

to YOU
Y!

THE OPTIC

20 Cents Per Use By Week

50 Cents Per

Line By Montti.

J
FOR RENT
A modern
nished 1 ouse. Inquire 8-

fur-

Third

NOTICE OF MORTGAGE 8ALE.

tt

TO ORDER

And still the manufacture of antiques goes merrily on. An English
authority declares that there Is not
a variety of famous old English pottery that is not Imitated on a large
scale for the English market. Continental factories are the sinners mostly.
A firm in Hungary sends out such excellent copies that many a collector
is deceived. This firm. It Is said, has
imitated nearly all the Important ceramics of Europe and the east Another, a French firm, has simply flooded the market with clever Imitations
of Worcester. Derby and the rest. The
beirtnner who pins his faith to the
mark is making a mistake. The gold
anchor Is always found on spurious
Chelsea; only experts know that no
gold anchor at all is found on the
earliest and finest Chelsea. A case
in the courts brought out lately a
trick the German Imitators had for
hiding these spurious marks from the
custom house officials. They simply
paste a label with the familiar "Made
in Germany" printed on it over the
mark. The "old china" case tried in
London not long ago revealed the
extent of this Imitation business, but
it Is doubtful whether peole will not
go on being deceived Just the same.

Notice Is hereby given that the undersigned aa Special Master, under
rOR RENT Two large airy .finish- and
by virtue it a decree of the Dia-ed rooms; separate or In suite. 1059
The Optic la the medium from
.trlct Court of San Miguel County In
which the general public may al- Sixth street
cause No. 64S1 wherein the Aetna
ways hare their wants supplied.
Building Association Is plaintiff and
Advertisers should remember
Francisco E. Robledo and Maria J. O.
that letters directed to Initials
de Robledo are defendants, will 01
only, are not delivered through
FOR SALE 5 room furnished cot Saturday, Sept 1. A. D. 1909, at ten
the postoffice. If Initials are us- tage, on Columbia avenue, 3 lots, o'clock a. m., at the east front door
ed they 6hould be directed to
cellar stable, garden, lawn, shade of the court house In the county of
the care of some person, firm,
trees, everything In first class re San Miguel an"! territory of New Mex
postoffice box or this office.
pair. If taken at once only 1,000, ico, for the purpose of making the
Closing time for classified ad- HOW TO DETECT THE SAILOR.
L. G. Calboun, 616 Lincoln avenue. sum of 1760.18 and costs of
sale, exvertlsements is 12 o'clock, noon,
for sale and sell to the highest
the day they are handed in.
FOR SALE Team of mules, harness pose
Seafaring Man Always Walks vitlth
bidder for cash the following descrlb'
Want advertisements can be left
Palms of His Hands Turned
at
and
,
tourist wagon. Inquire
camp ed
property:
Backward.
at The Optic office, telephoned
near Santa Fe roundhouse.
150 varaa of ltnd situated south of
to Main 2, or sent through the
A visitor who prides himself on his
malls to The Dally Optic. Cash
FOR SALE Gentle, family driving the Town of Las Vegas, San Miguel
was
of nautical' affairs
knowledge
on
bounded
New
and
Mexico,
with ad required.
and saddle horse, also two seated county.
Flat- the
friend
outside
a
with
chatting
of Juanita
Phone Main 2
buggy and harness. Price right P. O. the north by lanl formerly
iron building. "See that man coming?"
Rivera de Baca, on the west by the he asked.
P. O. Box 3S.
"Can you tell what he Is
right of way of thu A. T. & S. F. Rail- by the way he walks?"
FOR SALE A good cow; will be way tompany, on the south by the
"Why, no," replied the New York
i of Juan Ulibarri and on the east er who was with him.
fresh In August Call on J. H.
sort.
"He's a sailorman of some
by the Gallinas r:ver and the land of
Stearns.
HEN LEARN BARBER
TRADE
Look at his hands. No landsman ever
Francisco A. Manzanares.
Short time required;
A sailor always
graduate
A tract of land with the Improve walked that way.
SAL J1 A $750 bafe for 'E0 If
earn $13 to $30 week. Moler Bar fOR
of his hands
with
the
walks
palms
southin
situated
ments
thereon
the
sold qiick. Inquire Optfci
and the backs
her college, Los Angeles.
ern portion of tha town of Las Vegas, turned behind him
turned forward, the way he Is walkFOR SALE A 4350 piano for $100 If San Miguel county, New Mexico, said
ing. Look at that landsman over there.
lot of land measuring from east to He swings his arms with the palms
taken ar once. Inquire Optic.
west 147 feet on the north side, of the hands turned toward his body
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room in FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de which la the side of the public street; and the backs out. You can always
scriptlon. Notary seals and recorai and on the south side said land mea detect the man who Is accustomed to
private family with no children.
at the Optic office.
sures from east to west 92 feet; and the sea that way."
Modern conveniences including bath,
"What's the explanation?" inquired
electric light and furnace heat Four
from north to south the said land
the other.
OLD
sale
for
The
at
newspapers
Op
225
blocks from postoffice. Inquire Opmeasures
feet, and is bounded
there isn't any that I know.
tic office, 10 cents a bundle.
tic office.
as follows, on the north by Alamo It "Why,
may bo because the sailor gets the
street, on the east by the acequla habit of balancing himself in rough
FURNISHED ROOMS,
all modern
madre, on the west by the lot of Gu- - weather by the use of his arms, but I
conveniences.
Pete Murphy, 5)10
mecindo Ulibarri r.nd on the south by don't believe that's the reason. It's
Fourth etreet
LOST Bunch of keys. Finder re property of .Vicente Lopez and Pablo just one of those thlng3 you can't account for."
Ulibarri.
turn to Optic and receive reward.
FOR RENT Furnished front room,
Also 50 varas af land lying south of
518
Columbia
opposite Library,
The average man Is always sure the town of Laa Vegas, San Miguel
Overcoming Physical Handicaps.
ave.
A bundle of tangled nerves cannot
he could have done a splendid busi- county, New Mexico, and bounded as
to follows, on the north by property for- respond to the music of the Aeolian
FOR RENT Furnished house. Mod- ness 6troke if he had happened
of right living. Many great men
of
merly of Trinidad Romero and wife, harp
think
it
in life by delicate
ern. Inquire 1017 11th st
were
2t
on the south by property of Eugenlo bodies,handicapped
but they called will and deterKIDNEY PILLS.
WILLIAMS'
Romero, on the east by the right of mination to their' assistance and tri
FOR RENT A nice, airy furnished
room with use of bath. Apply 512
Have you neglected your Kidneys? way of the A. T. & S. F. Railway com. umphed over corporal weakness. Paul
Columbia ave.
Have you overworked your nervous pany and on the west by a stone fence, was a hunchback, yet became the
said tract of land lying west of the greatest of preachers. Julius Caesar
system and caused trouble with your
& S, F. Rail- never planned a battle without an atTWO or three good room? for light
Have you right of way of ttw A. T.
kidneys and bladder?
tack of epilepsy. Pascal was an incheap, loj;itl:'i good. pains in loins, side, back, groins anJ way company.
valid from early manhood. AlexanAlso 50 yards of land lying east of
905 Tilden street
der Pope was a dwarf and the butt
bladder? Have you a flabby appearthe right of way of the Santa Fe Rail of ridicule. Milton was blind, but
ance of the ace, especially under the
FOR RENT OR SALE On easy pay eyes? Too frequent a desire to pass way company and south of the Town saw more with the eye of intellect
of Las Vegas, in San Miguel county, than any other man, Parkman, our
ments, one
house, 92.1 Gal urine? If so, Williams Kidney Pills
New Mexico, and bounded on the greatest historian, suffered all his
Unas.
will cure you, at Druggist Price EOc.
north by property formerly of Trini- life, and could not use his eyes for
Williams' MTg. Co., Props., Cleveland. dad Romero and wife, on the south more than five consecutive minutes.
FOR RENT Lease or sell, three O. For sale by Center Block Drug
Beethoven drew forth matchless and
by property of Eugenlo Romero, on immortal harmonies, but his dull ears
ranch houses, co the extreme end of Store.
the east by the Gallinas river and on could not absorb the ecstatic sounds.
car line northeast of the sanitarium.
the west by the right of way of the These men, however, fought so well
to
M
Mrs.
with
Green.
Some men .accept advice
Apply
Fe Railway company.
Santa
against natural drawbacks that they
about as much grace as a tramp acAlso 50 varas of land lying South of became victors.
cepts a cake of soap.
the Town of Las Vegas, San Miguel
Woman's Earning Power.
I CURED THEM FREE
county, New Mexico, bounded as fol
Washington's Plague Spots.
lows: On the uorth by property of It has been computed that women
Lie In the low, marshy bottoms of Apolonio
in the United States are earnUlibarri, on the sou'h by
Let Me Cure You
-- I Will Send You the Potomac, the breeding ground of property formerly of Trinidad Romeroi ing over twice what they did three
have invaded at
Free Treatment. malaria germs. These germs cause on the west by a fence which runs years 90ago. Women
of the employments.
least
cent,
per
and
fever
biliousness,
ague,
chills,
In a direct lino with South Paclflo
I have a standing ofIndeed, it is almost impossible to
fer In this paper to jaundice, lassitude, weakness and gen- street, continued on the east
by the find any kind of employment in whloh
send a free treatment
and
and
eral
bring suffering
debility
to any sufferer from
are not engaged. While it is
C.1 '
death to thousands yearly. But Elec- Gallinas river, excepting right of way they
kidney trouble, bladtrue
that
of
they have not yet become
Santa
Fe
the
der troubleor rheumacompany.
never
to
them
Railway
fail
Bitters
destroy
tism who will send me tric
IV
linemen, it is equally true
telegraph
are
LOUIS
C. ILFELD,
their name and ad- - and cure malaria troubles. "They
r.
that in other branches of the same
tonic and cure for
I' V dress. If you need it I the best
r
Special-Maste.
'
unre you to take ad
There
I
malaria I ever used," writes R. M.
line, they. are indispensable.
vantage of the offer. James of
Messers, Veeder & Veeder, Las Ve- are almost as many monen telegraph
Louellen, S. C. They cure
These diseases are my
specialty. I have been
stomach, liver, kidney and blood trou- gas, New Mexico, attorneys for plain- operators as men, and everybody
successful with old
OR. T. FRANK LYNOTT
Try tiff.
knows that "Central" wouldn't be the
and younsr. Many bed- - bles and will prevent typhoid.
wetting children owe their present (rood them, 50c. Guaranteed by all drugsame Without girls. Almost every
health to me; many old people who bad engists.
Even in midsummer we see lots of woman in the United States has the
larged prostate and had to get up as many as
ten times a night are now oured of too
ability to earn her own living In one
cheap skates.
frequent desire to urinate; many men and
way or another and many of them
women do longer suffer from pain in the back,
Many a man is so reticent that he
terrible rheumatism, etc, since taking my never opens his mouth except to pur,
are doing it. The old days when the
remedies.
Granulated Sore Eyes Cured. .
washtuh was the only recourse of the
in it.
SEND FOB MY FREE TREATMENT
"For twenty years I suffered from a Indigent female is past.
bad case of granulated eore eyes, says
If yon suffer from any form of kidney or
bladder trouble or rheumatism, no matter
What Is Best for Indigestion?
Martin Boyd of Henrietta, Ky. "In
old
bow
you are or how long and severe you
Mr. A. Robinson of Drumquin, Onta February, 1903, a gentleman asked me
Breaking Things.
hare had it, write me today describing your
condition and let me send you a free treatA certain
member of
has been troubled for years with to- try Chamberlain's Salve. I bought
rio,
ment to show you I can cure you in your own
s
one box and used about
of
congress has a house down in Washhome. want to show you and your neighbor
and recommends' Chamber It and my
indigestion,
not
have
me
eyes
given
any ington. One of the fixtures of the
that I can and do cure these diseases. Address
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets as trouble since." This salve Is for sale
ML T. FRANK LttOTT.
Occldintil tide. CWeicfc
7
place Is an old negro servant named
all
dealers.
ever
best
I
"the
medicine
used." If by
Sally Ann. In the congressman's prestroubled with indigestion or constipa
ence ene Sunday morning she broke
A
man
certion give them a trial. They are
who is
can't verv a big cut glass dish at the sideboard.
r
60 YEARS'
tain to prove beneficial. They are well be square.
"What have you broken now, you
V EXPERIENCE
easy to take and pleasant in effect.
black mushflngers?" yelled the memPrice, 25 cents. Samples free at all
The Crime of Idleness.
ber, who possesses a very expressive
dealers.
Idleness means trouble for any one. vocabulary.
It's the came with a lazy liver. It
Sally Ann was quite unnerved, but
And some people seem to think It causes constipation, headache,
Jaun- she replied, very humbly:
dice, sallow complexion, pimples and
naughty to be nice.
" Tain't de Fo'th Commandment,
Trade Marks
blotches, loss of appetite, nausea, but bress de Lawd!"
Designs
Dr.
No matter how long you hare tii- liverKing's New Life Pilla soon banish
Copyrights Ac.
troubles and build up your health.
a sketrh and description may
Anyone tending our
fered, Foley's Kidney Remedy will help 25c at all druggists.
nlckly aacertain
opinion free whether ao
Early Instances.
Comtnunlrjt.
invention Is probably patentable.
you. Mrs. S. U Bowen, of Wayne, W.
tlonnntrlollycoiiOJmitlal. HANDBOOK on Patent
old
"The
poets knew about the au
Oldflst
for securing patents.
sent free.
If you read it In The Optic It's so. tomoblle."
Va.. writes: "I was a sufferer from
Patents taken Bfency
through Munn A Co. raoelra
'
$ptciol notice, without charge, in the
kidney disease, so that at times I o-.jl"How now?"
not
out
of
bled,
and
when
I
I
get
did,
of
With
Lars
chronic
Scientific
Porsena
People
"Macaulay speaks
bronchitis, asthcould not stand straight. I took Fol ma and lung
A hanflnomtly Iliostrnted weekly.
trouble, will find great and his Ivory car."
I.srflrt cirOne dollar bot- relief and comfort In
ey's
Kidney
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, 13 m
Remedy.
"Well?"
four month, J Sold b jail newad "'alarm,
tle rnd part of tie second cured me and Tar, and can avoidFoley's Honey
suffering by
"And Foe cites an Instance of the
New fort entirely." It will euro you. O. O. commencing
Ca
to take it at once. O. (J. air growing denser. Evidently aa auto
Schaefer and Red Crom Drug Co.
itaweb OKio. Kl&TBL, Washington. IX C
Schaefei and Red Cross Drug Co.
had just passed."
DO YOU KNOW
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For Sale

USE

Famous Old Pottery of c lfliard C!ev-rl-y
Imitated In F;c!oriej on
tht Continent.

BOSS PATENT. FLOUR
And You Will Always Have

- THE - -- .
BOSS BREAD
Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

T5he

66
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NEW MEXICO FAIR AXD RESOURCES

EXPOSITION.

ALBUQUERQUE
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Wanted, Etc.
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Will De
President William H.
A Real

For Rent

High Class Running: and Harness Races.
Base Ball Tournament.
New and Instructive Amusements of all kinds.

Lost

house-keepin-

that will make the flights each day.

The Great. South western Marathon Race,

i

8-- 5

Airship

fafl!

Fruit, Stock and Mineral exhibits.
Special Excursion Rates
W. G. TIGHT,
President.

EuS
klLd

otT&W

Railroads.

JOHN B. McMANUS,
Secretary.

Suimne i iffITACi

'1C1T

Daily June 1st to Sept 30th, Inc. 1909

Fare For trie Round Trip,
Pueblo, Colo-Colorado Springs
Denver
Kansas City,' Mo

.$11.90

$13,70
$16.60
$31.30

St. Louis
Chicago,

, . ,

HI

$40.30
$46.30

Final return limit October 31st 1909
For information regarding-othepoints,
stops overs, Ect, please enquire at
r

y

ticket office.
R. W. HOYT,
Agent.
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A woman can be aa sure of her reWhat a woman means by having a
ligion as of what a fine character the fine figure Is being able to dress it
as if It were.
baby is going to have.

HERE IS RELIEF FOR WOMEN.
If you have pains In the back, urinary, bladder or kidney trouble and
want a certain, pleasant herb relief
fromVomen's Ills, try Mother Gray's
"Australian-Leaf."
It is a safe, reliable regulator, and relieves all 'female weaknesses, Including inflammation and ulceration. Mother ' Gray's
Australian-lea- f
Is sold by druggists or
sent by mall for 50c. Sample sent
free. Address, The Mother Gray Co.,

Active at 87.
This would be unusual news It men
and women would keep themselves
free from rheumatism and all aches
and pains as well aa keeping their
muscles and joints limber with Ballard's Snow Liniment. Sold 6 Center
Biock Depot Drug Co.
Don't rejoice too much or .mourn too
long.

For indigestion and all stomach
trouble take Foley's Orlno Laxative aa
it stimulates the stomach and liver and
At a trial the Jury is sometimes regulates the bowels andwlll positively cure habitual constipation. O. G.
sorely tried.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Le Roy. N. Y.

Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treat.
Kent by the agreeable, aromatic Ely's
Cream Balm. It is received through the
nostrils and cleanses and heas the whole
surface over which it diffuses itself. Drug,
gists sell the 50c size. Tsst it and you
are sure to continue the treatment toll re.
lieved.

Announcement.

To accommodate those who are
to the use of atomizers in applying partial
liquids
into the nasal passages for catarrhal trouthe
Cream
Balm
in
ble,
proprietors prepare
liquid form, which will be known as Ely's
liquid Cream Balm. Price including tht
spraying tube is 75 cents. Druggists or bj
mail The liquid form embodies the me J
lcinaT oroperties of the solid preparation.

4l'1h'n(blmil:,:M,;Kl

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Las Vegas Undertaking Co.
to

Successor
W. C. DEN3.ISS, Manager

W. M. LEWIS CO.
Mrs. W. C. DENNIS, Assistant

THURSDAY,
A

AUGUST 5,

Reliable Remedy

ABSOHBLLTS

CATinnn
Ely's Cream Bala
Is avtcklt ataarkarf
When a man iu a street car never
Gittt Rtuel at One.
loolis at the pretty girls it's a sign
It cleanups,
Oie woman sitting next to him la his heals and soothes,
protects
wirV. Chicago News.
the disiAuM mem
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NEW MEXICO

NEWS

A Las Vegaa party yes'erday

after- -

What Rebecca
DM

"hea

aaac

Demanded a

neon, during a heavy storm had to
Ceonout Act
"b ir.don their auto forty miles north
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and if carefully used will save you many an hour of

valuable time that would otherwise be spent in securing
the goods you wigh. Do not hesitate to call us op even
if it be only to acquaint yourself with the condition of
the market, the outlook for the future and the prices for
supplies in which you are interested either as regard the
present or near future.

IKE DAVIS
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REASONABLE

Lee had been in ill
health for more than a year past and
had been confined to her bed for the
past six weeks. Although not entire
ly unexpected the death of this es
timable lady will be a severe shock
to her many friends throughout the
territory. Death resulted from a gen
eral breakdown and complication of
diseases Incident to old age, Mrs. Lee
havine reached the ripe age of 72
years on January 20 last. Five chil
dren, four sons and one daughter, are
left to mourn her loss, among whom
are Harry F. Lee, secretary of the
Sheep Sanitary board. The body will
be taken to Los Angeles for burial.

623 Douglas Avenue.
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Hot Rolls

PAPEII

FRESH EVERY DAY

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

at

Phone 144 and 145

I

The following register at the
D. T. White from El Paso;
Chas. V. Grey from Denver; Rush
Razee from Denver; F. H. McQee
from Chicago; C. J. Dawe from Trinidad, Colo.; and. Mrs. K. A. Smith
from Los Angeles, Calif.
Cas-tenad-

iib

I

w

inu

Lest You
Forget
ECONOMY

Boucher's
"THE COFFEE MAN"

All Aboard for Harvey'sl
Carriage goes out Saturday morn
Leave
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged ing returns following. Friday.
O.
Brown
H.
or
at
orders
Murphey's
im the wood.
Direct from distillery to
Trading Co s.
you. At th Lobby, of couree.

,.a

iroi

t

Phone Main 85

lrv

For the

Can You Save Money?

Yv

Get Our Prices before buying.

Bridge Street.

-

The First National Bank

i

J. C. Johnsen (Si Son

to a telegram received here
Mrs.

Phone 131

...

IN PRICE

Call at our Store and look them over,

Las Vegas Roller Mills

v

JUST RECEIVED

Automatically Collapsible.

LEE

Ladies' Altar
Silver City, N. M., Aug. 5.
given by the West
at
next
a week has passed since a wildcat
commencing
Monday,
society
attacked and severely injured a wo-o'clock p. in.
Lman at Plnos Altos, and now an or
Ford W. Thompson registers, at the dinary house cat has demonstrated
Castaneda from St. Louis; W, L. Mc- that it can be a source of fqual if
not greater mischief,
Chas,
El
from
Paso;
wngat
latire
aiViiiMiAMiuft. and Howe Jones
The other afternoon .the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E.
from Kansas City.
Harrlneton. who reside about six
All nersons who think tnemseives miles east ot santa tuia, was severely
indited for the fourth of July cele- - bitten by a pet cat which is suppos
will please ed to have been affected witn me
ition tin the west.thatside,
was
advanced I rabbles at that time. When the little
ituiiikv
ir,
v
w
llAliW "
to Juan Sil- - 0ne was bitten the i vjiily was visitthe
bv
committee,
in
thpm
desare
If you want to know whether you
coon as possible.
tag at the X. S. X. ranch on the una.
,o
tined to be a success or failure financially
The child In walking across one of
you can easily find out.
Furnlbhed house, modern the rooms started to go past tire cat,
WANTED
Ad- - and not noticing that it was acting
improvements, good location.
Sturtz.
G.
A.
strangely she paid no attention to it
Dr.
dress
Just as she arrived at a position
certain
a
aside
'
If you can persistently lay
the
from
aloneslde the animal it suddenly
trains
iho
.ftomnnn
wvi.
h.lv
portion of your savings each week or month,
the
day
this
upon her and savagely bit her
sprang
being
pmwded.
success
there is no doubt about you being-of
at a point a short distance
twice
leg
advantage
the people taking
that
financially.
... - i
o
oto
Mr. warnnKion
roach Lai Min nw the
ai
- Knee.
UUuJIJOCCttCIo
me
This Bank will help you to make the test,
On number 1 there were four once rushed to his little girl's assist
Veeas
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
.
- ...a n aHrtiHnn the an re and ouickiv dispatched the an- I...
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.
real imal
f tiin Ravlor-Kiefe- r
.t.,t
It is not absolutely certain that the
estate company. This car remained
fwentv-fou- r
teoul9 cat was affected with hydrophobia,
ahnord. eacH of whom might be rec but as it was frothing lightly at he
v .v. ior
mhrwn hat'th&t mouth Mr. and Mrs. Harrington prud
wna
tirlntad the enniy ueciueu 10 vane iiw vna..vo ouu
m,ln,
that promptly brought the injured child to
OF US VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.
estate
company
of
name
the real
'
.!. Ity. They, left here on the first
they came out with.
CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
train lor tue jrasteur iiiouiu'c en. nur
I U
nrnaA THAT,
rura com- - i In tr. tt
(ho "
.
.
x
xi. du.i
ircoimcuw
Bunerer
,
Tunta
President.
lor
To
RAYNOLDS,
L.i
w
JEFFERSON
nany, J1HIIHI I.CTtl LUUAJ
. vvrrvr no
UAT.T.F.TT RAYNOLDS.
nnlnts'. He was
i
v".
aim viut;i fninrftdn
LIBRARIAN
Ass t Cashier.
Cashier
accompanied by his wife and Mrs. CARNEGIE
MONTHLY REPORT
RENDERS
to
will
two
go
latter
Watkins. The

A Simple Test

f

The Latest and Nobbiest Thing Out,

Mrs. Naomi Ann Lee, widow of the
late Judge William D. Lee, died at
15 last nignt at the home of her
Harry F. Lee, in Albuquerque,

be

to HENRY LEVY, Sixth Street.

The Princess "Auto" GoCart

Bide

j

At

9

,

Physical culture classes Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 3 and 4
m. Normal University gymnasium. SAVAGE
Do

I

t'.-if-

f

Mr. and Mrs. William A. Uuddecke
arrived here this morning on the limited from St. Louis. They are registered at the Castaneda.

today

TEe Rebekah club will meet tomorrow afternoon with Mrs. Swallow on

Succesao

Phone Main 107

acLO.-'dln-

the best at Nolette's barber

Get
shop.

STORE

"

LOCAL NEWS.

Regular monthly bridge at the
mercial Club this evening.

GOODS

DRV

Ludwig Win. Ilfeld.

Call and see them low prices will but-prlaa you. We are agents lor urn locality.

WEATHER REPORT.
August 4, 1909
Temperature Maximum 80; minimum 51; range 29; mean 65i
Precipitation .02 of an inch. ;
Humidity 6 a. m., 89; 12 noon 52;
6 p. m., 69 i mean 70.
Forecast Partly cloudy, with local
showers north portions, tonight or
Friday.

PHONE MAIN 379

EXCLUSIVE

VEGAS

All Ladies' Hsuse Wrappers, now on hand a Cost
Boys' and Girls Indian Suits, worth 51.50, now $Sc
See late shimpment ol new Silk Under Skirts.

AN

v r. t H n 8
nd therpTORnliiunola V ;r! -I
us
JTir w
the
reputation
Oter loU handsome dt4iis;n for reiJeiiocii
avadeinieii, ebuxcliefl, cemeteries, elu.

itylfl, finish

Are maintained for the benefit and convenience of
'
both our friends and ourselves. They serve to lessen the
distance between your homes and

LAS

LET US
Furnish You

OUR TELEPHONES

:

1

AUOUST 5. 1909

THURSDAY.

DAILY OPTIC

Ths best draft beer in the city. At
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
The
from
bar
Served
Lobby, of course.
bar.
at the Opera
rels on the bar.
Straight Guggenheim rye served'
FOR RENT Good pasture with plen. over the bar at the Antlers.
ty of good water. Mrs. Green.
Pabst's draught beer on tap only at .
Mrs. Mary C. Chapman, iu charge
If you read It In The Optic it's so. Opera bar.
of the Carnegie library as librarian,
has rendered her regular report of
the month ending July 31. It tol- lows:
Number of bound volumes, in library
Mixed.
Red,
Pink,
luly 1, 6,390; number of volumes ad
13;
ded by, purchase during July,
number of volumes added by gift
from E. Densmore, 2: from Edwin
Rosenthal, 1; from Foote Mineral Co
1: from Bureau of Education. 2; from
Miss Vonie Bray, 1; from Mrs. M
Jefferson, 1; from Towle Manufactur
InK Co., 1; number of volumes in lib
ary July 31, 6412: number of cards
Issued to new patrons In July, 24;
books loaned during July, 1366; per
sons using library, 1760; dally period
icals 3; weekly periodicals, 7; month-llpe
periodicals; 19,
M

SWEET PEAS
or
White, Lavender and
50 Ota
HUNDRED
PER

Las Vegas Greenhouses
Phone Main 27b
PERRY ONION, Prop.

DRItlK ORAPE JilIC

CANS EVERYTHING

v

We have it to suit the taste offall.

made from Concord grapes.

Keeps
them perfectly
for years
Easy to Seal

made from the choicest California grapes and guaran
teed under pure food law by Calwa Products
,
Co. of SanjFranciscoy
-

trvamtiQyoirmi j,

j

Easy to Open

H;

STEARNS,

Grocer

semi-monthl- y

riodicals,
HORSE

MADE FROM

1.

THIEVES BUSY
IN GRANT COUNTY

Three horses belonging to Horace
W.' Hooker were recently stolen from
bis pasture In Greenwood Canyon
Grant county. One was a gray horse
about eiKht years old and weighing
about one thousand pounds. The
82 on
others were eorrels, branded
'
...
and both having whltel
left thla-I
McGrath
streaks in the face. Sheriff
lannnimrofl a reward of one hundred
ollars for the thief and the horses
or fifty dollars for the stock. So far
the officers have no clue to who stole

the rtocV

ICE
JHYGEIA
PURE DISTILLED WATER

'
.

ITFJT'ra

v

PRICES

2.000 lbs or more each delivery
'
1 nOOtn 2.000 lbs.
"
"
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
"
50 to' 200 lbs. "

t

20c
30c
40c
50c
75c

per hundred

" "
CRYSTAL ICE CO.. - McGuire & Webb
Less than 50 lbs.

Phone Main 227

J.M.SENA.
Cartoonist and Wustrntor.

Ideas. Original
CqmmercialJDesigner and Suggester of Practical 188
Main.
tinctive and Effective Designs. Phone

Dis-

I

